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On the Quality of Economic Institutionalization in the Late Ottoman Period: 

The Introduction of Intellectual Property Rights* 

 

Halil Deligöz 

MSc Political Economy of Europe, London School of Economics and Political Science; 

MSc Science and Technology Policy Studies, Middle East Technical University 

 

Abstract 

In the domain of intellectual property rights, Turkey’s historical path shows that its 

predecessor, i.e. the Ottoman Empire, relied on a traditional guild-monopoly system for the 

provision of goods and services to the subjects at an affordable price and in sufficient 

quantity until the late nineteenth century. In the period of modernization, the Ottomans 

introduced trademark and patent laws, in 1871 and 1879, respectively, following the major 

traders and industrialized countries of the age. However, examining the state of the Ottoman 

economy in the nineteenth century - an age of economic collapse vis-à-vis the industrialized 

countries - the intellectual property rights regulations were not a result of a well-planned 

policy designed by the Ottoman intellectuals and statesmen. Despite the radical change of 

polity, some patterns in modern Turkey, such as fewer patenting activity by the domestic 

innovators and lower R&D level at large, imply path dependencies with the patterns of the 

economic activities during the late Ottoman era. The fact that Turkey, as the main successor 

of the Ottoman Empire, suffers a large innovativeness gap between today’s main innovators 

(both early and late industrializers) raises important questions on the ability to manage the 

change and path dependencies in the economic institutionalization since the Ottoman era. 

 

Introduction  

 

The question of what is lacking in Turkish industry is as challenging today as it was in the 

nineteenth century. Contemporary studies demonstrate that Turkish industries, especially 

small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) come behind not only their European 

counterparts but also those in countries in East Asia, mainly Korea and China, in terms of 

                                                           
* A longer version of this paper was prepared by the author as a project paper during MSc Science and 
Technology Policy Studies at Middle East Technical University, Ankara, in 2010. Acknowledgement: I would 
like to thank Tekin Avaner, Ahmet M. Sonmez, an anonymous reviewer, and the editor for their invaluable 
contributions to this paper. 
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technological capabilities, including research and development (R&D) spending and the 

share of high-tech content in the export portfolio.1 

Intellectual property rights (IPR) policies are an important pillar of the national 

innovation systems in the configuration of modern economies. The IPR policies vary among 

countries because of the different targets of incentives and methods. The Agreement on 

Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) also offers frameworks for 

gradual harmonizations among countries with differentiated development levels. Ceteris 

paribus, if a country intends to create the conditions of in-house R&D, it is more likely to put 

rules in place to protect the IPRs of the innovators in order to classify them as intellectual 

capital. If it has not a developed R&D base and therefore is reliant on foreign technologies, 

then it is more likely to seek conditions to allow the local industries to copy foreign 

technologies with reduced cost.2 Developing countries rely on foreign direct investments and 

technology transfers to an extent, not only for upgrading their technologies but also to finance 

investments and create employment. Therefore, the protection of IPRs has been regarded as 

an indispensable part of their policy-set to strike a balance between incentivizing the 

suppliers of foreign direct investments (FDIs), which are the source of technology, and 

making the price of technology affordable for the local economic actors. According to the 

Global Competitiveness Index, Turkey’s current ‘Capacity for innovation’ stands at 83, 

quality of ‘Public institutions’ 73, and ‘Intellectual property rights protection’ 82 out of 140 

countries.3 

This paper aims to examine the legacy of the IPR protection in Turkey by looking into 

the institutional infrastructure in the Ottoman era in this field. The idea of regulating 

manufacturing can be traced back well into the fourteenth century, when craft guilds 

dominated manufacturing in urban spaces during the Ottoman period as was the case in 

contemporary societies in medieval Europe. In the following section, the Ottoman guild 

regulation is summarized from the secondary source literature. The third section recounts the 

state of the Ottoman economy in the nineteenth century. The fourth section analyzes the 

                                                           
1 See Erol Taymaz and Ebru Voyvoda, “2023’e Doğru Sanayi, Yapısal Donuşum ve Sanayi Politikaları,” İktisat 
Işletme ve Finans 30, no. 350 (2015): 25-62; Elif Bascavusoglu-Moreau, “Entrepreneurship and the national 
system of innovation what is missing in Turkey?” Maastricht: United Nations University, 2010, accessed 15th 
March 2016, http://www.merit.unu.edu/publications/wppdf/2010/wp2010-030.pdf. 
2 UNIDO, “The Role of Intellectual Property Rights in Technology Transfer and Economic Growth: Theory and 
Evidence,” Vienna: UNIDO, 2006, accessed 11th March 2016, 
https://www.unido.org/fileadmin/import/60030_05_IPR_rights_in_technology_transfer.pdf. 
3  Wold Economic Forum, “Global Competitiveness Index,” accessed 25th February 2016, 
http://reports.weforum.org/global-competitiveness-report-2015-2016/economies/#economy=TUR. 
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intellectual property rights regulations adopted in the context of the nineteenth century, 

followed by a conclusion. 

 

Origins of the Exclusivity System in the Turkish Economic History 

 

This guild structure in the Ottoman era was developed upon the Ahi (Akhi) organizations, 

which are referred to as brotherhood and artisan organizations existing in the urban spaces 

during the Seljuk era. Ibn Battuta recorded his observations about these Ahi organizations in 

his travel notes, and he happily recounted his stay in the Ahi hospices during his travels in 

Anatolia in the 1330s.4 Three centuries later, Evliya Çelebi recorded the guild artisans’ 

parade in Istanbul in his Seyahatname. Evliya counted 735 guilds, including physicians, 

woodcutters, bakers, butchers, gravediggers, thieves, pimps, beggars, etc.5 

From the thirteenth century, craft guilds were granted exclusive rights to produce and 

sell their products and to puchase raw materials needed for their products. The guild system 

was a common institution of the medieval economy.6 In the Ottoman version of it, among the 

main pillars of this system were kethuda. He was elected by the members of the guild to 

implement the rules and to handle the relations with the state. His deputy was yiğitbaşı 

(leader of bravemen), who conducted internal affairs of the guild such as the provision of raw 

materials and their distribution among members. Every guild also had a sheikh, the religious 

representative. Guild management was conducted according to ihtisab, i.e. general laws of 

the trade. The qadi, i.e. the local judge, had the mandate to register the rulebook and oversee 

its implementation on behalf of the state. Any behavior in breach of guild regulations could 

be referred to the Sultanate by the judge for a ruling from the central authority. The empire-

wide rules on the guilds were mainly laws and sultan’s directives both emanating from the 

central government.7 The first known laws of the Ottoman Empire were proclaimed  by 

Sultan Mehmet II (r. 1451-1481), who regarded himself as the successor of the Roman 

                                                           
4 Tim Mackintosh-Smith, abr., The Travels of Ibn Battutah  (London: Picador, 2002), 103-136. Ibn Battutah 
uses the word fityan in the meaning of youth in plural form in Arabic, and he describes Akhi as the leader of the 
fityan, the social organisation of the youth. In a similar vein, guild in Germanic languages is spelled as gild 
meaning ‘fraternities of young warriors practicing the cult of heroes’. G. le Bras’ remarks, quoted from Antony 
Black: Antony Black, Guilds and Civil Society in European Political Thought from the Twelf Century to the 
Present (Ithaca, NY: Cornel University Press, 1984), 3. 
5 Daniel Goffman, The Ottoman Empire and Early Modern Europe (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2002), 89-90. 
6 Black, Guilds and Civil Society, 3-11. 
7  Şevket Pamuk, Osmanlı-Türkiye Iktisadi Tarihi 1500-1914 (Istanbul: İletişim, 2003), 56-65; Selahattin 
Bayram, “Osmanlı Devleti’nde Ekonomik Hayatın Yerel Unsurları: Ahilik Teşkilâtı ve Esnaf Loncaları,” 
İstanbul Üniversitesi İlahiyat Fakültesi Dergisi 21 (2012): 81-115. 
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Empire. In the Kanunname (Law-Code) attributed to him, there are rules on the artisans 

monopolies. For example, the production and sale of wax as well as the purchasing of its raw 

materials was granted to the artisans of mumhane (waxhouse) guild in Istanbul.8 Thus, a 

system for managing guild production was in place. In order to differentiate one guild’s 

products from those of other guilds, producers differentiated their goods by colour, shape and 

size, so such differentiations functioned as trademark. No extra trademark labelling was 

applied onto the goods as every guild’s products were distinct in appearance. A product’s 

producer and the guild retain the right to produce it in this system. This was also a system of 

quality control, hence reducing transaction costs in an age of asymmetric information 

between the trading parties.9 Traditional artisan guild system functioned in alignment with 

the principles of the Ottoman economic system, dubbed by Mehmet Genç10  as 

‘provisionalism’, ‘traditionalism’, and ‘fiscalism’, with which the state prioritized affordable 

provision of goods for citizens and stability in the society. Provisionalism refers to the 

adequate supply of goods and services at a reasonable price while traditionalism shows the 

general inclination to stability and fiscalism prioritizes the balance of the state budget. 

The norms of the commercial life were communicated to the guild members in the 

social life. Safi Mustafa Efendi’s book Gülşen-i Pend, written in 1708, advised different 

groups of crafters including book dealers, calligraphers, physicians, oculists, surgeons, 

chemists, goldsmiths, traders, and herb and spice sellers. He advised that the traders should 

not be greedy, and that instead of being tempted by temporal world goods, they should be the 

customers of the goods of the eternal other world.11 

Over the centuries, the guild system underwent changes. Two important changes to 

the guild system in the eighteenth century are related to the change of the ownership of the 

shops and the introduction of the gedik, i.e. production patent introduced in 1727. Regarding 

the ownership, the shops, in which artisans worked in a bedesten, i.e. shopping market, were 

parts of the corpus12 of the vakıf (waqf) system to generate income for the provision of social 

services such as public kitchens, hospitals, schools, municipal and religious services in the 

                                                           
8 Robert Anhegger and Halil İnalcık, Kânûnnâme-i Sultânî Ber Mûceb-i ‘Örf-i ‘Osmânî (Ankara: Türk Tarih 
Kurumu Basımevi, 2000), 56. 
9 Ulrich Pfister, “Craft Guilds, the Theory of Firm, and Early Modern Proto-Industry,” in Guilds, Innovation, 
and the European Economy, 1400-1800, ed. Stephan R. Epstein and Maarten Prak (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2008), 31-42. 
10 Mehmet Genç, Osmanlı Imparatorluğunda Devlet ve Ekonomi (Istanbul: Ötüken, 2000), 47. 
11 Mehmet Sait Çalka, “Safi Mustafa Efendi’nin Osmanlı Esnaf ve Sanatkarlarına Nasihatleri,” in Ahilik, ed. B. 
Çakır and I. Gümüş (Kırklareli: Kırklareli Üniversitesi, 2011), 79-96. 
12 Corpus refers to capital in the form of real estate or cash endowed as waqf, see Murat Çizakça, “Incorporated 
cash waqfs and mudaraba, Islamic non-bank financial instruments from the past to the future,” 2004, accessed 
10th March 2016, https://mpra.ub.uni-muenchen.de/25336/1/MPRA_paper_25336.pdf. 
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Ottoman era. Therefore, the shops were owned by the legal personality of a particular vakıf. 

As the vakıf deeds contained very strict rules against the change in or selling of the corpus, 

the shop ownerships were kept stable for long periods. However, due to the fiscal constraints 

of the state from the late seventeenth century as a result of the military campaigns, the state 

often opted for policies such as seizing the salary of vakıf staff.13 Hence, the stability of the 

guild system was not guaranteed forever. Another important change was the introduction of 

gedik patent for craftsmen of guilds. This patent granted the craftsmen the entitlement to 

conduct a particular craft business. An owner of the gedik became able to open a shop outside 

the rules of the guild, and even in competition with the guild artisans. Indeed, the very 

introduction of the gedik had arisen from the fact that there already appeared craftsmen in the 

market outside the rule of guilds.14 The gedik system was abolished in 1912 as it was viewed 

as against the liberal paradigm of the day.15 

On the other hand, the deficiencies of the guild system in Europe were mentioned by 

philosophers including Adam Smith, who saw guilds as rent-seeking mechanisms favoring 

the vested interests of masters over the new entrants i.e. apprentices.16 Fifteen years after 

Adam Smith’s idea, France abolished guilds in 1791 following the French Revolution. The 

same abolition occurred throughout much of Europe thereafter.17 Recently, however, Miguel 

Laborda-Peman mentions that in the conditions of imperfect markets with ‘information 

asymmetries, externalities, non-excludable goods and agency dilemmas’, craft guilds 

functioned as a coordination mechanism for essential public goods including skill provision 

and quality assurance.18 Eunjeong Yi emphasizes the egalitarian aspect of guilds.19 In other 

words, the set of values of guilds did encourage egalitarian practices in pricing and the trade 

both among its members as well as in the society. Indeed, the provisioning of an adequate 

                                                           
13 Kayhan Orbay, “Vakıflar ve Merkez Arasında Gelir Aktarımı ve Savaş Finansmanı,” Vakıflar Dergisi 39 
(2013): 75-88. 
14 Onur Yıldırım, “Ottoman Guilds (1600-1826): A Survey,” paper presented at The Return of the Guilds, 
Ultrech, Ultrech University, 5-7 October 2006, accessed 1st March 2016, http://www.iisg.nl/hpw/papers/guilds-
yildirim.pdf. 
15 Erkan Tural, “Bir belge: Gedikler Nizamnamesi,”Çağdaş Yerel Yönetimler 12, no. 1 (2003): 74-81. 
16  Eamonn Butler, The Condensed Wealth of Nations and The Incredibly Condensed Theory of Moral 
Sentiments (London: Adam Smith Institute, 2011), 26-27. 
17 Stephan R. Epstein and Maarten Prak, “Introduction: Guilds, Innovation, and the European Economy, 1400-
1800,” in Guilds, Innovation, and the European Economy, 1400-1800, ed. Stephan R. Epstein and Maarten Prak 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008), 1. 
18 Miguel Laborda-Peman, “The Economic Impact of the Craft Guilds: A quantitative analysis for Dutch and 
Italian Cities, 1200-1800,” 2013, accessed 20th February 2016, http://www.ehes.org/LabordaPemaen.pdf. 
19 Eunjeong Yi, Guild Dynamics in Seventeenth Century Istanbul: Fluidity and Leverage (Leiden: Brill, 2013), 
57-65. 
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supply of goods and services was among the objectives of state along with other 

considerations such as the stability of tax revenues as Genç asserted.20 

Aside from these merits of the guild system, the problem in the Ottoman practice 

seems to be de-synchronization of economic institutionalization from the, then, 

industrializing world. As the case of gedik patent shows, the Ottoman ‘economic mind’ 

insisted on maintaining the guild, at least officially, until the beginning of the twentieth 

century while it was abolished in much of Europe in a mood of revolution. The First and the 

Second Industrial Revolutions had left traditionalism behind, while the guild rules continued 

to be upheld until 1912 in the Ottoman lands. Hence, by continuing to limit the number of 

workshops and masters and allowing the succession of the craftsmanship from father to son, 

the system favored tradition over novelty in the age of revolution. These conditions, in turn, 

caused some among them to exit the guild system when opportunities were available. 

More importantly, the protection of the rights, including property rights, of 

individuals in the Middle East towards the nineteenth century diverged from the West 

considerably. While the West was in the making by its institutions such as the rule of law, a 

modern banking system, and the civil society restricting the vagaries of the state and the 

ruler, in the nineteenth-century Ottoman case, confiscations and tax increases were 

commonplace. Moreover, the state left no place for the civil society to challenge for the 

rights, including those for intellectual properties.21 

 

Ottoman Economy towards the Twentieth Century 

 

This traditional economic structure was more or less intact during the nineteenth century, 

when it met with the challenges of the industrialization of the West and introduced the IPR 

laws into the domestic economy. Context is crucial to assess what role the state would play 

and whether or not it did so. The divide between an industrialized Europe and more 

traditional Ottoman state was perfectly represented within a single city: Istanbul. Passages 

from Kemal Karpat’s Ottoman population 1830-1914 (demographic and social 

characteristics) show this divide by often referring to the observations of then prominent 

European travellers. He depicts a conspicious contrast between the traditional Ottoman 

vicinities of the city and its more modern and Westernized parts: 

                                                           
20 Genç, Osmanlı Imparatorluğunda Devlet ve Ekonomi, 47. 
21 Timur Kuran, “Why the Middle East is economically underdeveloped: historical mechanisms of institutional 
stagnation,” The Journal of Economic Perspectives 18, no. 3 (2004): 71-90. 
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The commercial life of the old city was still centered in the bazaar based on 

artisan production system, and was conducted in the same spirit as in years 

past…… The shops had no display windows or any other features designed to 

attract customers. Goods were not attractively presented, and the merchants, 

especially the Muslims, made no effort to promote their merchandise. The 

bazaars had begun to specialize in the selling of cheaper goods at low prices to 

the poor of Istanbul.22 

 

The penetration of European firms into the Ottoman economy over the course of the century 

constituted a dual structure. Henry Otis Dwight describes Istanbul as follows: 

 

Greater contrast can hardly be imagined than is found between the European 

business houses of Galata, on the one hand, with their desks, chairs, writing 

machines, file-cases and other paraphernalia of a prompt and accurate business 

system, and on the other hand, the cramped quarters of native merchants. For 

the latter have the only roomy thing about the place, the arm chair for the head 

of the firm.23 

 

Dwight relates the general situation of the traditional economic life of Istanbul with 

administrative and social culture and notes that, 

 

In the Western lands public opinion limits the satisfaction which a man may 

find in ill-gotten gains. In the East, success in life is the attainment of ease. 

Ease is ease, whether gained through luck, or through dishonorable ‘cornering’ 

of things that others must have, or (best of all) through power that can force 

others to become one’s instruments for the amassing of poverty. In Turkey, 

Government service promises wide opportunity in these directions, and 

therefore a stream of candidates wide and wending, flows from all over the 

land towards Constantinople… we may note the fact that a favourite door of 

                                                           
22 Kemal H. Karpat, Ottoman population 1830-1914: Demographic and social characteristics (Madison, WI: 
University of Wisconsin Press 1985), 100. 
23 Henry Otis Dwight, Constantinople and its problems: its peoples, customs, religions and progress (London: 
FH Revell Company, 1901), 171. 
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entrance to lucrative place in civil service is offered by the position of lackey 

to a Minister, or of Shoe-keeper at the foot of the stairway of a palace.24 

 

Dwight further describes the Ottoman society as ‘arrested development, absence of initiative, 

and general uselessness by reason of narrow selfishness’. He concludes that “The bane of 

Constantinople is not solely poverty of resources. It is poverty of ideals.”25 

Karpat argues that, in the second half of the nineteenth century, Istanbul became a 

‘semi-colonial’ post for the exchange of goods, with no heavy industry. Most important 

production consisted of tiles and cement bricks, fezzes, leather goods, cigarette cases, pottery, 

suitcases, rosaries, clothing, nails made from scrap iron, and the likes. Most of these 

enterprises belonged to international companies; only a few were owned by the (Ottoman) 

government or by native inhabitants. For example, all the chief manufacturers of sewing 

machines, such as Singer (USA), Gretzner, Clemens, Mueller, Kochler, Pfaff, Knoch (all 

German), and Orosdi Bach (French) had representatives in Istanbul.26 Other products were 

also imported in substantial quantities: the city imported 1,300,000 bags of flour and 600,000 

pairs of rubber shoes (mostly from France) and 11,000 tons of cotton goods (from England 

and Italy).27 Thus, not only in the innovations of the era, but also in traditional sectors like 

textile, the Ottoman industry had lost competitive advantage.28 

Furthermore, foreign firms chose not to produce their products in Istanbul, as the city 

lacked qualified workers. Paul Fresh wrote: 

 

Constantinople is actually a large market place, a bazaar…… and…… a port 

of transit. From Constantinople departs for the West a very large part of the 

silks, wines, dry fruits…… oils, mineral ore, grains, flour, hides of all kinds 

produced by European and Asiatic Turkey and the islands of the Archipelago. 

It is also in Constantinople that arrive a substantial part of goods supplied by 

Europe to Turkey such as ready made clothing, flours, alcoholic beverages, 

candles, soap, petroleum, medicine, wood and steel products, machines and 

tools.29 

                                                           
24 Dwight, Constantinople and its problems, 162-163. 
25 Dwight, Constantinople and its problems, 165. 
26 Karpat, Ottoman population 1830-1914, 100. 
27 Karpat, Ottoman population 1830-1914, 100. 
28 See Halil İnalcık, Türkiye Tekstil Tarihi Üzerine AraŞtırmalar (Istanbul: Türkiye İş Bankası, 2008), 144-145. 
29 Paul Fesch, Constantinople aux derniers jours d’Abdul-Hamid (New York, NY: Burt Franklin, 1907), 525. 
Quoted by Karpat, Ottoman population 1830-1914, 100. 
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Dealing with a heavy debt burden after the 1856 Crimean War and the losses incurred in the 

successive wars, on the one hand, and the lack of ideas and resources for an industrial policy 

and a less-sophisticated local economy on the other hand, the Ottoman state was left to find 

capital through foreign investments for basic infrastructures like electricity, railways, 

telegraph, hospitals and schools, and borrowing. Sixty percent of the state revenues was being 

used to service foreign debt in the 1870s.30  The Ottoman empire had to follow the 

mainstream paradigm of, in Erkan Tural’s words, ‘an unconscious laissez-faire policy’ in the 

global political economy, unlike, then, late-comers such as Germany and the USA.31 This 

was the context in which the Ottoman Empire adopted its first modern intellectual property 

rights regulations. 

 

IPR Regulations Adopted by the Ottoman State in the Nineteenth Century 

 

In relation to the developments in the world economy and the state of the Turkish economy as 

shown above, the Ottoman empire’s position towards institutionalization in the IPR field was 

to follow the implementations of the industrializing world. In this, the Ottoman Empire 

adopted trademark and patent regulations earlier than countries such as Japan, Russia, and 

Switzerland. 32 

In relation to trademarks, the first modern regulation ‘The Code on Factory 

Productions and Trade Articles’, in 1871, marked the subscription to the modern IPR system. 

The code was amended in 1888 and stayed in force until 1965 in the Republican era when it 

was repealed in 1995 by the ‘Degree Law on the Protection of Trade Marks.’33 

Regarding the implementation, a study by the Turkish Patent Institute on the first 

trademarks granted during the Ottoman era shows that between the years 1896 and 1901, a 

total of 444 trademarks were granted.34 Among the trademarks, international trademarks 

                                                           
30 Eliana Balla and Noel D. Johnson, “Fiscal Crisis and Institutional Change in the Ottoman Empire and 
France,” accessed 15th March 2016, http://www.parisschoolofeconomics.com/hautcoeur-pierre-
cyrille/M2_histoirefinanciere/Balla-johnson_fiscal-crisis-modernFrance.pdf. 
31 Ahmet O. Akarlı, “Growth and retardation in Ottoman Macedonia, 1880-1910,” in The Mediterranean 
Response to Globalization Before 1950, ed. Şevket Pamukand and Jeffrey G. Williamson (London: Routledge, 
2000), 109-133; Erkan Tural, “Bir belge: Gedikler Nizamnamesi,”Çağdaş Yerel Yönetimler 12, no. 1 (2003): 
74-81. 
32 Christopher May and Susan K. Sell, Intellectual Property Rights: A Critical History (Boulder, CO: Lynne 
Rienner Publishers, 2006). 
33 Ahmet Kala, Türk sınai mülkiyet hakları tarihi (Ankara: Türk Patent Enstitüsü, 2008), 89. 
34 Ahmet Kala and İrfan Ince, Alamet-i Farika’dan Marka’ya (1871-) (2nd edition) (Ankara: Türk Patent 
Enstitüsü, 2009). 
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represented a great majority, while the number of Turkish artisans’ trademarks granted were 

few and concentrated in comparatively lower value-added products such as socks and gaiters, 

soap moulds, tobacco, walnut, hazelnut, etc. Some of the international companies which were 

granted trademarks are Singer, Nivea, Ariel, Mercedes, Nestle, Vichy, Ford, Johnnie Walker, 

and General Motors Corporation. 

Regarding the patents, the first step was the adoption of Patent Law in 1879 during 

the Ottoman era. The Patent Law was adopted by translating from the French Patent Law 

which was legislated in 1844. The 1879 law was in effect until the legislation of the Law on 

the Protection of Patent Rights in 1995.35 

Considering the agrarian nature of the economy, the Ottomans were net importers of 

industrial products. Without a proper industrialization policy, the policy was to follow 

whatever practice by which the domestic producers were less likely to benefit from the IPR 

regime. Hence, the IPR regulations adopted by the Ottoman Empire did not necessarily 

contribute to the institutionalization of a healthy economic structure. At least, the policy was 

not consistent with an economy, which exported primary goods, rather than goods with 

substantial ‘intellectual’ content. 

According to Douglass C. North, economic history is full of states failing to institute 

the rules of game to ensure economic development.36 Looking back over more than a century 

comparatively with other groups of late-comers of the industrialization such as Germany and 

the USA in the nineteenth century, and Japan, South Korean, Taiwan, and China in the 

twentieth century, the merits of institutionalization to foster technological advancement is 

unquestionable. 

Considering the past five decades of industry policies, Fikret Şenses and Erol 

Taymaz37 state that, lacking ‘an effective proactive state’, Turkey followed a ‘passive’ 

integration into the world economy. For example, on the input side of innovation, R&D 

investment was at 0.32% in 1990 and increased to 0.53% in 2002 and 0.86% in 2011. 

Comparatively, South Korea’s R&D investment was 4% of its GDP in 2011, and China’s was 

1.84% while its investment in R&D was similar to that of Turkey in the 1990s. Similarly, on 

the output side, patent applications by domestic applicants in Turkey is very low comparing 

                                                           
35 Kala, Türk sınai mülkiyet hakları tarihi, 108. 
36 Douglass C. North, “Institutions,” The Journal of Economic Perspectives 5, no. 1 (Winter, 1991), 97-112. 
37 Fikret Şenses and Erol Taymaz, “Unutulan Bir Toplumsal Amaç: Sanayileşme Ne Oluyor? Ne Olmalı?” 
Ankara: Middle East Technical University, 2003, accessed 15th March 2016, 
http://www.erc.metu.edu.tr/menu/series03/0301.pdf. 
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to Korea and China.38 In 2014, out of 12,375 patent applications, 4,861 applications were 

filed by domestic applicants and 7,514 by foreign ones.39 Indeed, Turkey is the main 

successor of the Ottoman Empire albeit representing a radical change of the polity and the 

country has so far only two Nobel laureates, of whom, one is Orhan Pamuk (2006) in 

literature, and the other is Aziz Sancar (2015) in chemistry, who was affiliated with North 

Caroline University at the time of the award. Comparatively, Germany has 61 (born within 

the current borders), and Japan 23 Nobel laureates.40 

 

Concluding remarks 

 

Turkey’s historical experience of production monopolies granted to the artisan guilds goes 

back to the thirteenth century. The traditional artisan guild system functioned in alignment 

with the principles of the Ottoman economic system, dubbed by Mehmet Genç41  as 

‘provisionalism’, ‘traditionalism’ and ‘fiscalism” by which the state prioritized affordable 

provision of goods for citizens and stability in the society. However, while the guilds 

constituted a central institutional infrastructure in the Ottoman economy in the pre-modern 

era towards and after the First Industrial Revolution, the knowledge content of innovations 

was not competitive compared to those of the products of the European countries sold in the 

Ottoman market. 

In the nineteenth century, the organization of the Ottoman manufacturing was mainly 

represented by traditional shops and workshops specializing in lower value-added production 

and marketing capacities compared with their European counterparts. Conforming to the 

general principle of traditionalism, a similar attitude was at play in the guild system. 

Primarily two features of guilds should have proved to be restrictive and monopolistic: First, 

the limitation of the number of workshops operating in a guild, and second, the limitation of 

mastership grants (gedik) in order to prevent newcomers from competing with the incumbent 

crafters. It is fair to claim that both limitations had ‘crowded out’ entrepreneurship capital, 

which is crucial for competition. 

                                                           
38 Erol Taymaz and Ebru Voyvoda, “2023’e Doğru Sanayi, Yapısal Donuşum ve Sanayi Politikaları,” İktisat 
Işletme ve Finans 30, no. 350 (2015): 25-62. 
39 Turkish Patent Institute, “Distribution of Patent Applications With Respect To Origin,” accessed 15th March 
2016, http://www.tpe.gov.tr/TurkPatentEnstitusu/statistics/. 
40 Nobelprize.org, “Nobel Laureates and Country of Birth,” accessed 10th March 2016, 
http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/lists/countries.html. 
41 Genç, Osmanlı Imparatorluğunda Devlet ve Ekonomi, 47. 
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On the other hand, what were the causes and the dynamics that kept the Ottoman 

economy at an imperfect equilibrium is an important issue. Moreover, the extent of the 

possibility of government intervention was unpredictable, which should have disincentivized 

the economy and pushed the economic actors backwardness vis-à-vis the Western economic 

institutionalization with considerable checks and balances between the state and the society. 

Although the institutionalization of the rule of law was being rehearsed with the proclamation 

of the Tanzimat Edict (Tanzimat Fermanı, Gülhane-i Hattı Hümayun) in 1839, Islahat Edict 

(Islahat Fermanı) in 1856, and the First Constitutional Monarchy (Birinci Meşrutiyet) in 

1876, they were also a result of external pressure, rather than a truly domestic political 

process.42 Therefore, compared to the nature of the state-society relations in Europe, the 

Ottoman political economy lacked predictability and refrained from credibly committing to 

the rights of the property owners and possible innovators due to a weaker set-up of the rule of 

law. 

Within this context, in the institutionalization of the protection of the IPR, the 

Ottoman Empire followed more or less the path of industrialized countries and adopted IPR 

regulations in trademark and patent in the 1870s. However, a mere adoption of the 

regulations without essential institutional complements was half-reform at best, and does not 

demonstrate that the Ottoman domestic economy benefited from the IPR system in 

transferring technology to upgrade itself and gaining competitive advantage beyond a newly 

flourishing import business in the capital city of Istanbul. To better explain what is lacking in 

Turkey regarding technological competitiveness and development, inquiries on the path of 

the economic institutionalization from the Ottoman era to the modern Turkey can deliver 

useful results. 
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Abstract 

At the turn of the twentieth-century the St. Theodore icon was uncovered in an 

archaeological dig at Veliki Preslav, the old Bulgarian capital. Its highly unusual nature as a 

composite icon, made up of twenty glazed ceramic tiles, makes it a unique object for study.*  

Though often included in survey publications, the Theodore icon has hitherto been neglected 

by scholarship. The exploratory nature of this paper will consider aspects of both context and 

materiality to offer the icon an identity. It will offer an interpretation relative to early 

Orthodox Bulgarian trends whilst preserving the monastic, specifically cenobitic 

architectural space and community (koinobion) in which the icon was found. Themes of 

physical and material impress, relative to both modern and ancient conceptions of icon 

theory, are reworked in the Theodore icon. They open up a creative field of study to consider 

how the icon was potentially made as part of a fraternal monastic endeavour in echo of its 

material facture; in this sense the physical making of the icon follows the process of 

intellectual and spiritual apprehension of the icon. The Theodore icon challenges notions of 

the apparently incorruptible holy visage, and thereby contributes to a field of study still 

fragmentary and open to enquiry. 

 

Some hundred years ago, an archaeological dig around the Old Bulgarian capital of Veliki 

Preslav turned up numerous glazed ceramic tile fragments. Amongst these was the 

remarkable survival of a St. Theodore icon (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2), a puzzle of twenty tiles that 

scholarship has dated to between the end of the ninth and the tenth century. Identified by a 

partially lost accompanying inscription, the saint has been named both as Theodore 

Stratelates of Heraclea Pontica and Theodore Tiron of Amasea; indeed a further hypothesis 

                                                           
* Since this article was first written, a second restoration – a project completed in late 2015 - has added newly 
discovered ceramic tile fragments to the icon. Several fragments add at least another 6 tiles to the icon proper, 
with the indication of more from space on either side. (See Fig. 2 and Postscript). 
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considers the two early Christian saints of the same name merged into one image of St. 

Theodore.1 Beyond this, there is a significant scarcity of information on the object, despite 

recent restorations. Its remarkable survival from c. 900 AD, added to its unusual nature as a 

ceramic icon, has made it a banner-piece for early Christian Bulgarian art, as well as an 

interesting object for academic study. The Theodore icon blurs that liminal space between 

holy and ornamental, and complicates the notion of the icon as an aspect of ‘divine 

decoration’. It remains a challenging object for enquiry because the absence of a broader 

historical and material context defies definite explanation. This study recognises the 

significant status of the icon as both an ornament and a devotional object. It will use what 

historical facts there are to develop a creative response to the object that reconciles these two 

qualities. Ornament and sacredness hence become recognised not only as complementary, but 

critically co-dependent qualities key to advancing a theory of early medieval icon 

interpretation. 

The exploratory nature of this paper will consider aspects of both context and 

materiality to offer the icon an identity. It seeks a place for the Theodore icon established in 

early Bulgarian Christian practice and experience as well as in Art History more generally. 

Robin Cormack comments on the fragmentary nature of icon scholarship as far back as 1997 

in Painting the Soul: Icons, Shrouds and Death Masks.2 Though icon theory has been much 

considered and developed since his important contribution to the field, the nature of 

Cormack’s words on icon theory provide a neat link to what this paper argues remains an 

open area of inquiry. Using the Theodore icon as a point of departure, here a 

(re)consideration of the icon made in ceramic, as a potentially fragile, fragmented, and 

fractured material, nuances the holistic approaches to icon experience adopted by the likes of 

Charles Barber, Nancy Ševčenko and not least Bissera Pentcheva.3 Making sensible use of 

archaeological evidence, the specific political climate in which the tiles were found serves as 

the base grout into which both contemporary historical and modern icon theories can be 

impressed. How the icon might have been viewed within architectural space will then be 

addressed. Finally the Theodore icon will be compared more broadly with a later 

                                                           
1 Ivan Dikov, “Archaeologists find new fragments of Bulgaria’s oldest Icon: 10th century AD ceramic icon of 
St. Theodore Stratilates from Veiki Preslav,” accessed 14th January 2016, 
http://archaeologyinbulgaria.com/2015/10/01/archaeologists-find-new-fragments-of-bulgarias-oldest-icon-10th-
century-ad-ceramic-icon-of-st-theodore-stratilates-from-veliki-preslav/. 
2 R. Cormack, Painting the Soul: Icons, Death Masks, and Shrouds (London: Reaktion Books, 1997), 7. 
3 See, for example, C. Barber, Figure and Likeness: On the Limits of Representation in Byzantine Iconoclasm 
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2002); N. Ševčenko, “Icons in the Liturgy,” Dumbarton Oaks 
Papers 45 (1991): 45-57; B. Pentcheva, “The Performative Icon,” The Art Bulletin 88, no. 4 (2006): 631-655. 
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development in icon production, that of the ‘Vita’ icon. This comparison will consider the use 

of frames as physical units and integrated optical frameworks operating in tandem, though 

differently, in the Theodore and Vita icons. 

The Theodore icon portrait was found in fragments among the ruins of the St. 

Panteleimon Monnastery at Patleina near Veliki Preslav. It presents the saint in bust, fully 

frontal guise, and is made up of twenty individual ceramic tiles. The icon height measures 

approximately 55cm, with each individual tile roughly at 11.5x11.5cm, composing a 

monumental image of the saint just over a meter tall.4 The tiles are painted in shades of ochre, 

red and brown against a pale yellow background, possibly in imitation of golden ground, and 

the use of bold outline emphasises the two-dimensionality of the figure. The icon presents 

Theodore as larger than life-sized, and his long ascetic face with drooping beard and 

elongated nose is haloed. His stern expression is emphasised by large almond-shaped eyes 

that gaze directly outwards and are set below strong brows. The saint seems to wear a plain 

brown hair shirt. Though the painting is simple, it expresses the refined quality of an 

experienced hand masterfully contouring the face. A variety of thick and thin lines are used to 

model the saint’s features. Though now restored, it remains evident that attention has been 

paid to impart an overall sense of ‘hue harmony’.5 Compared with the closest comparable 

ceramic icons found at the nearby monastery of Tuzlalaka (of the apostles Paul, Luke, Philip, 

and Mark, all painted on individual tiles measuring roughly 16 x 15.5cm), the Theodore icon 

is of a superior quality. The most likely explanation for this difference is the much larger size 

of the Patleina icon allowing for finer details to be executed. 

The materiality of the Theodore icon as a ceramic tile is of central importance to its 

consideration. First its materiality will be considered in a monastic context, which will 

suggest how meaning in making - that is, meaning derived essentially from the production 

process itself - is enacted through the communal production of the tiles, this a cardinal of the 

cenobitic community. A theory of medieval icon interpretation from this perspective, then, 

closely allies the internal qualities of the tile’s constituent make-up with the secret and sacred 

holiness attributed to the ‘inviolable’ icon. As well as a community of artisans, the icon 

becomes central to this same community - the monks as penitents - in the space of the church 

where it is incorporated into the architectural fabric of the building. Once established within 

its religious setting, an understanding of materiality as facture will study the icon on a 

                                                           
4 Cat. 222 in H. Evans and W. Wixom, eds., The Glory of Byzantium: Art and Culture of the Middle Byzantine 
Era, A.D. 843-1261 (New York, NY: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1997), 329. 
5 N. Mavrodinov cited in T. Totev, The Ceramic Icon in Medieval Bulgaria (Sofia: St. Kliment Ohridski 
University Press: 1999), 58. 
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secondary level. Icon interpretation through experience will ask how the St. Theodore was 

venerated. Where the first question is highly specific to the Theodore icon as an early product 

of its politico-historical and religious climate, the latter places the icon in a much broader 

context of icon theory. It broaches the subject of ceramic tile icons in contrast to those made 

of other material to examine perceptions and conceptions of the icon. 

An unusual feature of early medieval monasteries in the Veliki Preslav region is the 

inclusion of workshops specialising in the production of fine-quality kaolin ware inside 

monastic complexes. These workshops included both iconic and decorative ware. Florin 

Curta notes that half of the sites hitherto examined shows evidence of such workshops.6 The 

spiritual life of monasticism found material expression in the spatial structure of the 

monastery, where the monastic way of life was given its architectural setting.7  The 

production of the glazed ceramic tiles, that would ultimately decorate the holy space of the 

church next door, can thus be imagined as an integral part of the monastic enterprise. The 

aspect of ‘meaning in making’ is emphasised within the cenobitic community of the 

koinobion at the Patleina monastery, where monks followed a communal form of life.8 Three 

key features define the architecture - the church, the wall enclosure and the refectory (or 

trapeza) - and all features are significant in their own way. Church and refectory centralise 

shared devotion and communal fellowship, and the wall emphasises the identity of a unified 

fraternity. These architectural aspects work together alongside the monastic community to 

form a stable religious environment. 

Before understanding how the production of ceramic tiles operated inside the 

community, it is important to gain a sense of historical background to the Patleina monastery 

and the specific climate in which it emerged. Patleina formed part of a wider building scheme 

of monastic foundations following the conversion of the Bulgarians to Orthodox Christianity. 

A series of successive dates establishes a prefatory context for the building. Boris I (852-889 

AD) took over the largely pagan Khanate of Bulgaria in 852, and established Christianity (in 

line with the religious identities of the powerful empires of the Franks to the West and 

Byzantium to the East) as state religion in 865 amidst competition between the Western 

church and the Byzantine one.9 Five years later Bulgaria came under Constantinopolitan 

                                                           
6 F. Curta, Southeastern Europe in the Middle Ages, 500-1250 (Cambridge University Press: 2006), 220. 
7 S. Popović, “The ‘Trapeza’ in Cenobitic Monasteries: Architectural and Spiritual Contexts,” Dumbarton Oaks 
Papers 52 (1998): 281. 
8 Popović, “‘Trapeza,’” 281. 
9 For the history of the Bulgarian Orthodox state, see R. F. Hoddinott, “Politics, Liturgy and Architecture in 
Bulgaria during the Second Half of the Ninth Century,” offprint from Armos: timetikos tomos ston kathegete 
N.K. Moutsopoulo gia ta 25 chronia pneumatikes tou prosphoras sto Panepistemio (Thessaloniki: Aristoteleio 
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ecclesiastical authority and soon after Byzantine clergy were sent as envoys of the Orthodox 

faith. Bulgarian diplomatic relations with Byzantium were characterised by inconsistency: 

though the Bulgarian Orthodox faith was one of the Byzantine inheritances, it undoubtedly 

too was a political manoeuvre to establish the Bulgarian state on an equal politico-religious 

footing. Moravian clergy arrived in 885 and introduced the Slavonic alphabet and provided a 

translation of the liturgy into the vernacular.10  Though indebted to Byzantium for its 

intellectual import, a distinctly Bulgarian literary tradition flourished on its own terms.11 The 

status of Orthodoxy as official religion was entrenched following Boris’ declaration of his 

second son Symeon (893-927 AD) as ruler of Bulgaria in 893. Symeon was said to be ‘in his 

boyhood taught at Byzantium the rhetoric of Demosthenes and logic of Aristotle,’ according 

to the Italian Bishop Liutprand of Cremona,12 and thus a highly learned man. 

This historical narrative is significant to the extent that it is indicative of Bulgaro-

Byzantine exchange. It helps to articulate the emergence of the icon in Bulgaria, as well as 

the fertile intellectual climate that produced it. The recent victory over Iconoclasm in 843 at 

Constantinople was a significant turning point in icon theory. Widespread scholarly voices 

offered eloquent justifications for the icon that, perhaps forced to articulate a defence, thus 

produced a corpus of zealous rationale in favour of making images of the divine. It is not 

sufficiently relevant, neither is there the room, for this paper to review ninth-century icon 

theory.13  However, Theodore the Studite (759-826 AD) is for our purpose especially 

noteworthy. Though the St. Theodore icon’s identity is yet to be established, Studite’s words 

resonate with the embryonic movement towards an institutionalised Bulgarian monasticism. 

Both for his crucial role in the iconophile resistance and active voice in Byzantine intellectual 

circles, Theodore the Studite moreover played a major role in the revival of Byzantine 

monasticism.14 A key part of his reform was the advocacy of cenobitism, the form of 

monastic practice adopted in Bulgaria: 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                     

Panepistemio Thessalonikes, Polytechnike Schole, Tmema Architektonon, 1991), 787-804, and O. Minaeva, 
From Paganism to Christianity: Formation of Medieval Bulgarian Art (681-972) (Frankfurt Am Main: P. Lang, 
1996). 
10 For the legacy of the Moravian clergy, see G. C. Soulis, “The Legacy of Cyril and Methodius to the Southern 
Slavs,” Dumbarton Oaks Papers 19 (1965): 19-43. 
11 Minaeva, From Paganism to Christianity, 92. 
12 Curta, Southeastern Europe, 218. 
13 For a comprehensive overview of post-iconoclastic icon theory, see, amongst others, L. Brubaker and J. F. 
Haldon, Byzantium in the Iconoclast Era (c. 680-850): A History (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2011). 
14 P. Hatlie, “The Politics of Salvation: Theodore of Stoudios on Martyrdom (‘Martyrion’) and Speaking out 
(‘Parrhesid’),” Dumbarton Oaks Papers 50 (1996): 265. 
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Use all care that all things in the brotherhood be common and not distributed, 

and let nothing, not even a needle, belong to any one in particular. Let your 

body and your spirit, to say nothing of your goods, be ever divided in equality 

of love among all your spiritual children and brethren.15 

 

Given the Byzantine missions to Bulgaria, and moreover Symeon’s own protracted stay in 

Constantinople prior to his succession, it is likely that something of the religious climate was 

carried over into the newly Christian state. The propagation of religious images and their 

proper use in the Orthodox rite must have been at the forefront of the Byzantine ecclesiastical 

minds. Thus the opportunity to promote them, perhaps using the great Constantinopolitan 

treatises, must have influenced the conception of icons and their production in Bulgaria. 

With the historical stage set, we can return to how the materiality of the Theodore 

icon functioned in its monastic context. The building of Patleina monastery was the result of 

both the capital’s move from Pliska to Veliki Preslav and the growth in those ardently taking 

up the monastic vow. An immediate need for church decoration offers the most 

straightforward explanation for the use of ceramic tiling, given the local availability of white 

clay deposits. Though ceramic fragments have been found throughout medieval Bulgarian 

urban centres, evidence at the monasteries of Patleina and Tuzluluka suggests that the use of 

ceramic tile decoration was here used in its fullest sense. The ground-plans of Patleina and 

Tuzluluka make clear the collective unity of the building arrangement as reflective of the 

koinobion. As well as a refectory and a central church, there is a structure of two rooms 

located at the south-eastern point of the church that has been identified as the ceramic 

workshop.16 The communal production of ceramic tiles can be considered an integral part of 

the monastic vocation, the labour in which they engaged to collectively glorify God. 

Collective labour too engages a devotional aspect, a ‘meaning in making’ where the process 

of production and preparation of materials is in itself ritualistic.17 The communal endeavour 

is ultimately realised in conceiving of the ceramic tiles as bricks that form part of the church 

building itself. Ceramic is the material with which worship is enabled (in constructing the 

                                                           
15 A. Gardner, trans., Theodore of Studium: His Life and Times (London: Edward Arnold, 1905), 71-7, accessed 
1st February 2016, http://legacy.fordham.edu/halsall/source/theostud-rules.html. 
16 P. Berbenliev, The architectural heritage on the lands of Bulgaria (Sofia: Septemvri state publishing house, 
1989), 86. 
17 Totev, The Ceramic Icon, 48. 
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church) and also the material that makes worship (in the process of daily cenobitic ritual and 

physical making of the icon tiles themselves.)18 

Tiled interior decoration is a distinct feature of Veliki Preslav monasteries, and it 

would be tempting to study the Theodore icon in isolation. The wide-scale, highly localised 

production of ceramic tiles has already been noted, as have the much smaller individual icon 

tiles produced at Tuzluluka. Equally, the rich fresco decoration inside eleventh-century 

churches such as Boyana is a tempting indication of another concurrent decorative practice. It 

is, however, difficult to offer further context or artistic comparison for the ceramic icon given 

that very few contemporary examples survived. Icon tiles at the Veliki Preslav monasteries 

form only a small number of the many decorative tiles found at the same site. Iconic and 

decorative ceramics must have been produced in the same monastery workshops, a fact that 

problematises the sacred and holistic rationale of an icon in Byzantium. As a result, the 

Theodore icon, and its Tuzluluka relatives, was not a product of esteemed icon production. 

Compared with contemporary Byzantine icons that made use of expensive materials such as 

precious metals, enamel, or ivory, ceramic was not a material chosen to enhance the sanctity 

of an icon. Neither was it a distinct object for private devotion. Instead, ceramic tiling was an 

economic solution that met demand for church decoration. St. Theodore both as icon and 

ceramic tile stands at a juncture; indeed it fragments the stability of the icon image. Though 

destined for the same religious structure, there remains a tension in how decorative and iconic 

ceramics are viewed within the same space. 

The anomalous nature of the ceramic icons relative to Byzantium is symptomatic of 

the inconsistent relationship between the two states. Also expressed in church architecture, 

the plan at Patleina follows a Greek cross-in-square plan with a narthex, yet it is built with 

large marble blocks instead of bricks. It has a tripartite altar that gives way to three 

interconnected apses articulated as the presbiterium, prothesis and diaconicon.19 A further 

complication in reconstructing how the Theodore icon was seen is dependent on its scale. The 

small size of the church (12.6m x 4.5m) is remarkable, especially so given the monumental 

size of the Theodore icon.20  Thus far iconography has only been discussed in purely 

descriptive terms, yet any interpretation of iconographic choice is limited by the absence of 

                                                           
18 Bistra Nikolova, by contrast, suggests that the production of medieval Bulgarian ceramics was mainly the task 
of the lay community. Her hypothesis offers an interesting counterpoint to the argument presented here; 
however, in the absence of further concrete historical evidence, both theories compete equally. See B. Nikolova, 
Монашество, манастири и манастирски живот в средновековна България [Monasticism, Monasteries 
and Monasterial Life in Medieval Bulgaria]. 2 vols. (Sofia: Alfagraf, 2010); especially pages 161-182 in Vol. 1. 
19 Minaeva, From Paganism to Christianity, 133. 
20 Berbenliev, Architectural heritage, 86. 
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evidence. Personal attachment to the saint seems the most likely explanation for its dominant 

appearance. It is possible that it was part of a series of favoured saints, yet its unique nature 

and scale make this unlikely. Both its monumental size and the church’s small size suggest 

that the monastery was privately commissioned, with St. Theodore therefore perhaps 

personally favoured by the patron. 

Looking to Byzantium in part resolves the spatial tension between decorative and 

iconic ceramics, as well as their function as part of an integrated decorative scheme. The 

monastery of Lips in Constantinople (Fenari Isa Camii) offers a contemporary comparison in 

the use of ceramic tile decoration. The interior of its sixth-century church was renovated by a 

private patron, Constantine Lips, and completed in 907/8 AD.21  The sheer variety of 

decorative elements found at the site bear witness to a richly ornamented interior that 

included carved marble, relief sculpture, fresco, and most pertinently for our purpose an opus 

sectile floor and ceramic tiled decoration. Significantly, two tiles were found in situ mounted 

on a stucco convex moulding, potentially forming part of a cornice.22 Though used in a 

sacred space, the tiles are however limited to ornamental designs. At the Boukoleon room, 

part of the imperial palace complex, ceramic fragments imitating architectural supports have 

been found. These tiles were used as part of framing devices for expensive marble panels.23 

The interplay of materials evokes in ceramic a witty imitation of something else: the imitation 

of a more expensive material or the imitation of a structural support to aggrandise its contents. 

The Constantinopolitan comparisons are limited in their usefulness, not least for the use of 

ceramic tiles to provide variety within a richly decorative scheme. In juxtaposition to more 

luxurious materials, the ceramics reverberate against them as points of comparison. By 

contrast at Patleina, ceramic tile decoration appears to have formed the entirety of interior 

wall decoration out of economic rather than aesthetic reason, as well as the statement of a 

local idiom.24 Furthermore, these are purely ornamental tiles. Some thirty-nine icon tile 

fragments have been found across Byzantium, yet their usefulness is again limited lacking 

attribution. Representing a variety of holy figures, mostly depicted at bust length, they have a 

formal affiliation to the Tuzluluka individual icon tiles (Fig. 3). Gerstel has put forward that 

                                                           
21 T. Macridy, “The Monastery of Lips and the Burials of the Palaeologi,” Dumbarton Oaks Papers 18 (1964): 
253-277. 
22 S. E. J. Gerstel, A Lost Art Rediscovered: The Architectural Ceramics of Byzantium (University Park, PA: 
Pennsylvania State University Press, 2001), 34. 
23 Gerstel, A Lost Art, 34. 
24 E. C. Schwartz however does suggest that the ceramic tiles across Bulgaria were used in imitation of other 
media. See E. C. Schwartz, “Medieval Ceramic Decoration in Bulgaria,” Byzantinoslavica 43 (1982): 50. 
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the Byzantine tiles formed part of a sanctuary barrier, imitating in ceramic the extended 

deesis iconography regularly found on the architrave of metal and marble sanctuary screens.25 

The Constantinopolitan examples offer restricted insight into the original set-up of the 

Theodore icon at Patleina. However, the use of ceramics as frames resonates with a deeper 

consideration of the material properties of the object. ‘Meaning in making’ has been 

discussed considering the ceramic icon as a product of collective manual endeavour and 

communal worship. The ‘communal’ aspect gives way to a more interiorised, individual 

notion of meaning in making. At this secondary level, ceramic becomes significant of 

redolent themes amounting to an instructive ‘reading’, and therefore worshipful meditation, 

of the icon. 

The grid-like composition of the Theodore icon echoes the intrinsic ritual of the tiles’ 

production to enable a ritual mode of viewing. As well as instructing the eye in following the 

grid lines to encompass the entirety of the saintly visage, it visualises the framework that 

literally lays bare pictorial optics. The composition offers a devotional structure, the still 

visible grout focusses the eye through a traceable framework. A ‘frame’ is thus collapsed into 

the image itself. Instead of rupturing the infallible image of the saint, the grid-frame supports 

his holiness and makes emphatic the material surface of the tile, thus short-circuiting 

veneration of the icon-as-divine.26 Furthermore, it stabilises the mode of viewing. The grout 

framework dissolves on the retina, the devout eye itself turned glassy, and a venerable image 

of the saint is cast in the mind’s eye. This icon-function follows after Photios, where “sight… 

sends the essence of the thing seen on to the mind”.27 

Bissera Pentcheva has advanced the study of icon experience based a sensual 

‘aesthesis’ of the image.28 She describes a reciprocity with which the Byzantine icon engaged 

the viewer through its materiality, a materiality that yields and responds to him who venerates 

it. Pentcheva’s theory is contingent on the efficacy of the icon’s material properties, yet she 

neglects ceramic (amongst other media) in her discussion. It proves interesting to situate the 

Theodore icon against this analysis, and test the limits of her interpretation on an icon of such 

an anomalous nature. The comparison places the Theodore icon amongst contemporary icons 

                                                           
25 Gerstel, A Lost Art, 55. 
26 H. L. Kessler, ““They preach not by speaking out loud but by signifying”: Vitreous Arts as Typology,” Gesta 
51, no. 1 (2012): 55. 
27 C. Mango, trans., The homilies of Photius, Patriarch of Constantinople (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University 
Press, 1958), 294. This translation by C. Mango is quoted from: L. Brubaker, “Perception and conception: art, 
theory and culture in ninth-century Byzantium,” Word & Image 5, no. 1 (1989): 27. 
28 B. V. Pentcheva, “The Performative Icon,” The Art Bulletin 88, no. 4 (2006): 632. 
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and harnesses Pentcheva’s theory as a common point of departure from which the Theodore 

icon might find its place in Art History. 

The immediate material properties of the ceramic tiles amount to a direct rebuttal of 

the sensuous process of ‘aesthesis’. Yet if the primary site for signification is shifted from the 

corporeal to the intellectual the Theodore icon may be interpreted in a similar way. The 

‘curious enigma’ of the shiny surface glaze is one that immediately deflects, not engages the 

gaze of the devout,29 whilst the physical layer of varnish is a glassy gloss that distances the 

saint from his venerator. Indeed, the varnish seals the porous qualities of ceramic and fires it 

to an unyielding mirrored veneer. This aspect does not conform to Pentcheva’s theory, but 

more significantly neither does it therefore contribute to a (corporeal) devotional experience 

of the icon. Indeed, the tiles’ reflective surfaces are significant of absence, a gaze refracted 

away from the image of the saint. Considered in light of the framework, the varnish is in this 

sense symbolic of an aim to reveal a divine truth behind its surface. Interestingly, the notion 

of absence holds true in the nonessentialist relation of the icon between copy and prototype, a 

key strand in the iconophile defence of images.30 The image of a saint icon is therefore both 

his own physical absence as well as the absence of Christ, on whose behalf he intercedes for 

the penitent. The glaze moreover recalls that holy image as if seen ‘through a dark glass’ as 

expressed by John of Damascus, as well as verses of scripture that describe an incomplete, 

pre-soteriological image of Christ: (‘Now we see but a poor reflection as in a mirror; then we 

shall see face to face. Now I know in part; then I shall know fully…’ 1 Corinthians 13:12).31 

Pentcheva nuances the notion of absence as material imprint of likeness on matter.32 The 

relationship is one characterised by a double imprint, where the intellectual image of the holy 

person gives way to its physical expression. The idea is succinctly stated by Theodore the 

Studite: 

 

The crafted icon modelled after its prototype brings the likeness of the 

prototype into matter and participates in its form by means of the thought of 

the artist and the impress of his hands. This is true of the painter, the stone 

carver, and the one who makes images from gold and bronze; each takes 

                                                           
29 Totev, The Ceramic Icon, 48. 
30 Pentcheva, “The Performative Icon,” 634. 
31 1 Corinthians 13:12 in the Bible (NIV version). 
32 Pentcheva, “The Performative Icon,” 634. 
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matter, looks at the prototype, receives the imprint of that which he 

contemplates, and presses it like a seal into his matter.33 

 

Where Pentcheva likens the metaphor of seal and impress to the physical process of seal and 

coin production, with the icon only implicated by material association, the Theodore icon 

reifies this process as part of its integral make-up. Indeed, the intellectual-physical impress is 

reversed and repeated more than once as part of the same technical process of ceramic tile 

production. First the malleable clay is physically rolled and pressed into shape, before being 

fired to bisque. The intellectual impress of the saint’s likeness comes to bear on the tile as 

tempera impress in tone and line. A second firing then distills the glaze applied and sets the 

image of the saint. Finally, both an intellectual and physical impress are enacted 

simultaneously: tiles are pressed into plaster inside the church to (re)form the likeness of the 

saint. Experienced inside the enclosed cenobitic community of Patleina monastery, within the 

specific space of the church, and venerated by the same hands that crafted it, the Theodore 

icon operates at a highly realised level of perception. Fraternal ritual thus makes manifest 

both the prescribed cenobitic labour as well as an engaged relation with the icon. 

A discussion of ceramic tile icons cannot neglect to mention the legend of the 

Keramion. The concept of impress has most prominently been explored by Herbert Kessler in 

connection with the acheiropoeitos of Christ (an image made not with human hands). 34  This  

is the miraculous end point in the transfer of Christ’s likeness, a secondary touch relic of the 

Mandylion cloth upon which his divine features were originally impressed. Known as the 

Legend of King Abgar, it was a popular literary theme that undoubtedly too was adopted by 

the newly established Bulgarian literary elite at Veliki Preslav. John the Exarch (d. 917-21) 

was an eminent representative of this circle. Amongst his works were translated chapters 

from John of Damascus’ ‘On the Orthodox Faith’.35 These included ‘On Images’ where key 

arguments in support of icon veneration were detailed, as well as the acheiropoeitos narrative 

of King Abgar’s Mandylion. It has already been established that ceramic decorative tiling at 

the Veliki Preslav monasteries was driven by economical choice - any conscious link of the 

Keramion to the tiles would therefore be an over-zealous interpretation – the association is 

                                                           
33 Theodore of Stoudios, “Antirrheticus II, sec. 11,” in Patrologia cursus completes: Series graeca, ed. J.-P. 
Migne, vol. 99, col. 357D; cited in Pentcheva, “The Performative Icon,” 634. 
34 See H. Kessler, “Configuring the Invisible by Copying the Holy Face.” in The Holy Face and the Paradox of 
Representation, ed. H. Kessler and G. Wolf (Bologna: Nuovo Alfa, 1998), 129-51; cited in Pentcheva, “The 
Performative Icon,” 634. 
35 E. Bakalova, “The Earliest Surviving Icons in Bulgaria,” in Perceptions of Byzantium and Its Neighbours, 
843-1261, ed. O. Z. Pevny (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2001), 120. 
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however a worthy aside and symbolic of the pervasive icon theories of ‘impression’, as well 

as its literary translation evidence of contemporary Byzantine trends in Bulgaria. 

The appearance of the ‘vita’ icon-type in the twelfth-century witnesses a systematic 

distillation of the frame and framework.36 Vita icons made a brief appearance in Byzantium 

through the twelfth and thirteenth centuries; they rendered the entire life of saints in brevity 

narrated in individual scenes placed in sequence in a picture border. Though distant from the 

Theodore icon in time, material and functional nature, the appearance of this type of icon 

offers an interesting point of comparison to the tiled Theodore icon. The resonance of the 

grid-like frame offers a practical example of how such frameworks operated. It serves the 

study of the Theodore icon as an instructive postscript; it is a glossed addendum on the tiled 

frame as an integral part of the icon itself. As such it differs from the decorated peripheria 

frames added separately to icons in the Komnenian period.37 The vita format proffers a 

complex commentary on the possibilities of visual mediation in defining a saint, as well as 

exploring a liminal site of access for divine communion. It is suggestive of Wolfgang Kemp’s 

conception of a medieval art where “communication is not so much communicated as taken 

as a theme”.38 The St. Nicholas icon at Nesebŭr is typical of painted panel vita icons, and 

appears some three-hundred years after the Theodore icon in Bulgaria.39  The saint is 

presented in bust surrounded by scenes of his life. These scenes are the frame within the 

frame that in the Theodore icon is the collapsed interiorised grid-frame. An interior/exterior 

tension is established focussing a sustained contemplation of the saint relative to the tiled vita 

in which he is enclosed. Mapped onto the composite ceramic image of St. Theodore, the 

internal grid-frame thus becomes significant of the absent physical frame denoting the holy 

space of the icon inside the church, potentially lost as part of the wider tiled decoration 

scheme. 

The composite icon of St. Theodore even now maintains an enigmatic and mystical 

presence. How this presence is enacted has been suggested through the redolent properties of 

its ceramic material, as well as how its ‘meaning in making’ is considered as part of a 

collective, ritualistic and reified cenobitic endeavour. In the absence of further evidence it is 

difficult to establish the icon in a developed tradition or theory of the early Bulgarian icon. 

However, its relationship both to comparable Byzantine icons as well as its proper situation 
                                                           
36 For an overview of the vita icon in the History of Art, see P. Chatterjee, The living icon in Byzantium and 
Italy: the Vita image, eleventh to thirteenth centuries (New York, NY: Cambridge University Press, 2014). 
37 N. P. Ševčenko, “The Vita Icon and the Painter as Hagiographer,” Dumbarton Oaks Papers 53 (1999): 158. 
38 W. Kemp, “Narrative,” in Critical Terms for Art History, ed. R. S. Nelson and R. Shiff (Chicago, IL: 
University of Chicago Press, 2003), 72; in Chatterjee, The living icon, 27. 
39 Bakalova, “The Earliest Surviving Icons in Bulgaria,” 123. 
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within the intellectual climate makes best use of contextual comparison. Themes of physical 

and material impress, as well as a creative interpretation of frames and frameworks are 

reworked in the Theodore icon. They attest to a field of study that remains fragmentary, 

shifting and still open to contributions. 

 

Postscript 

 

Since the completion of this article, a recently concluded restoration project on the St 

Theodore icon has brought this remarkable object to a new audience. The restoration of the 

icon was accomplished under the project for restoration and technological expertise, with the 

financial support of the American Research Center in Sofia and America for Bulgaria 

Foundation. It is now on display at the Middle Ages Hall of the National Institute of 

Archaeology with Museum in Bulgarian Academy of Sciences. A revision of the first 

restoration undertaken in 1912 saw new techniques applied to the cleaning and setting of the 

ceramic fragments. In addition, newly discovered fragments - found at the same ancient site 

at Veliki Preslav - from the saint’s shoulder, beard, face and side inscriptions were added to 

the composition. The restoration revealed brighter colours in the tiles. Of greater significance 

was the discovery of new fragments that expanded the original size of icon. It has been 

suggested that the expanded icon might have depicted the saint holding a crosier. 

It is the present author’s opinion that though of tremendous cultural and artistic 

importance, the restoration project and discovery of new fragments do not significantly 

contribute to the scholarship of the St. Theodore icon. The specific identity of St Theodore 

remains unclear, and though the overall size of the icon is now potentially expanded, there is 

insufficient evidence to warrant an entire re-appraisal of the object. The arguments presented 

here in this article are thus not subject to much further change. However, the additional 

fragments do contribute to the complexity and ongoing intrigue of a still revered Bulgarian 

national icon. 
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Figures 

 

 

Fig. 1: Icon of St. Theodore (from Patleina monastery) , c. 900, glazed ceramic, made up 

in twenty tiles, National Institute of Archaeology with Museum, Bulgaria. Photographer: 

Krasimir Georgiev. [As it was known for 100 years before the recent restoration in 

September 2015.] Reproduced with permission from the National Institute of Archaeology 

with Museum, Bulgaria. 
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Fig. 2: Icon of St. Theodore (from Patleina monastery) , c. 900, glazed ceramic, made up 

in twenty seven tiles, National Institute of Archaeology with Museum, Bulgaria. 

Photographer: Krasimir Georgiev. [After the September 2015 restoration.] Reproduced with 

permission from the National Institute of Archaeology with Museum, Bulgaria. 
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Fig. 3: St. Arethas, 10th century, tempera on ceramic, Walters Art Museum. Reproduced 

with permission from the Walters Art Museum. 
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Abstract 

Pilgrimage in Byzantium was a ritualistic and life-altering experience. The act of visiting 

holy sites transformed a pilgrim into a symbolic witness to the sacred. It left a permanent 

mark on a pilgrim’s identity. As a memento of the experience, Byzantine pilgrims acquired 

objects such as pilgrim flasks or tokens from the sacred land. These items were meant to be 

carried or displayed by the pilgrim during their lifetime and were buried with the pilgrim 

upon their death. The primary function of these objects was to protect the pilgrim from evils. 

However, they also contributed to a pilgrim’s identity throughout life. The placement of the 

pilgrims within the symbolic scene of the Crucifixion on pilgrim flasks demonstrates how the 

pilgrims were portrayed as witnesses to the sacred event before the eyes of other Christians. 

This paper examines the Christian pilgrimage regarding its effect on the identity of the 

Byzantine individuals by examining lead pilgrim flasks from the sixth and the seventh 

centuries. 

 

Pilgrimage to the sacred sites of Christianity was one of the most coveted religious acts by 

believers during the medieval period.1 People from various regions travelled to the most 

popular sites of Christian pilgrimage such as Jerusalem, Abu Mina, Qal’at Sem’an, and 

Ephesos.2 The majority of the pilgrims were people with wealth and resources in early 

                                                           
* I presented a version of this paper at the 14th Annual Postgraduate Colloquium of the Centre for Byzantine, 
Ottoman and Modern Greek Studies at the University of Birmingham in 2013. The development of this paper 
was carried out during my ongoing PhD thesis research at the Koç University and supported by a grant from the 
American Research Institute in Turkey (ARIT). I am grateful to Dumbarton Oaks Byzantine Collection, Ιstanbul 
Archaeological Museums, and Museum and Treasury of the Cathedral of Monza for letting me present their 
photography in this paper.  
1 The compelling desire to see Jerusalem can be observed in the verses of Sophronius of Jerusalem in the sixth 
century. John Wilkinson, trans., Jerusalem Pilgrims before the Crusades (Warminster: Aris & Phillips, 1977), 
157-163. 
2 Clive Foss, “Pilgrimage in Medieval Asia Minor,” Dumbarton Oaks Papers 56 (2002): 129-51. Alice-Mary 
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centuries of Christianity since it was a costly journey.3 By the sixth century, pilgrimage 

became available to the poor and sick due to the establishment of rest houses supported by 

the charitable foundations and monasteries.4 The main motivations for a pilgrim were to 

acquire divine blessing, affirm faith, and/or to be healed from an illness.5 All of these goals 

were to be reached through being present where God had been present as stated in the Bible.6 

In this way, the pilgrim became a witness to divinity and this witnessing became a part of 

their identity which was communicated in society in different ways. This paper aims to 

demonstrate this self-identification through examples of lead pilgrim flasks from the sixth to 

the seventh centuries. 

Physical contact with the sacred source had a significant role in Christian pilgrimage. 

The pilgrims believed that sanctity was transferrable.7 The blessing, eulogia, is received 

through contact with a holy person, place, or substance.8  The pilgrim’s desire of the 

materialisation of blessing gave rise to the creation of various objects such as tokens, pilgrim 

flasks, medallions, and votive offerings. These objects, as material blessings which were put 

into contact with a holy source, were designed for the pilgrims’ use. The utility of the 

portable blessings was to carry the sacred power to distant locations for the pilgrims. These 

objects had various functions: healing illnesses, protecting a traveller, and preventing demons 

and bad luck. The pilgrims often carried substances such as earth, water, oil, or a piece of 

relic from the sacred locations. For instance, the Life of Simeon Stylites the Younger records 

that the dust from the shrine of the eponymous saint, which was used to make tokens, healed 

sick people when it was applied to the body.9 Sacred oil in the pilgrim flasks was also used in 

the same fashion.10 According to Vikan, pilgrim objects worked through the inscriptions and 

images on them, as well as through the substances contained inside.11 The invocations, 

particular biblical verses, or saints’ names were believed to be protective as were the amulets. 

                                                                                                                                                                                     

Talbot, “Pilgrimage to Healing Shrines: The Evidence of Miracle Accounts,” Dumbarton Oaks Papers 56 
(2002): 153-73. 
3 Cyril Mango, “The Pilgrim’s Motivation,” Jahrbuch für Antike und Christentum. Ergänzungsband 20, no. 1 
(1995): 1-9. 
4 Gary Vikan, Early Byzantine Pilgrimage Art (Washington: DC: Dumbarton Oaks Research Library and 
Collection, 2010), 7. Wilkinson, Jerusalem Pilgrims before the Crusades, 138.  Talbot, “Pilgrimage to Healing 
Shrines: The Evidence of Miracle Accounts,” 164. 
5 Vikan, Early Byzantine Pilgrimage Art, 8-9. 
6 Wilkinson, Jerusalem Pilgrims before the Crusades , 73. 
7 Vikan, Early Byzantine Pilgrimage Art, 13. Pilgrim of Piacenza, “Travel 18,” in Jerusalem Pilgrims before the 
Crusades, trans. J. Wilkinson (Warminster: Aris & Phillips, 1977), 138. 
8 Vikan, Early Byzantine Pilgrimage Art, 13-17. 
9 Vikan, Early Byzantine Pilgrimage Art, 45. 
10 Gary Vikan, “Early Byzantine Pilgrimage Devotionalia as Evidence of the Appearance of Pilgrimage 
Shrines,” Jahrbuch für Antike und Christentum, 20, no. 1 (1995-1997): 377-88. 
11 Gary Vikan, “Art, Medicine, and Magic in Early Byzantium,” Dumbarton Oaks Papers 38, (1984): 65-86. 
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The images of saints, biblical scenes, and sacred spaces provided focus for the prayer of the 

believer through visual stimulation.12 For instance, the scenes related to the sailing such as 

the scene picturing Christ walking on water and saving St. Peter from drowning, were 

depicted on pilgrim flasks. These scenes are not connected to any specific sacred location but 

rather, they were created in response to the concerns of pilgrims and to protect them during 

their journey at sea.13 

The divine blessing was believed to be acquired in an incorporeal way as well as in a 

material way.14 The biblical scenes such as the Adoration of the Magi or Doubting Thomas 

were not related to specific sacred sites but they were regularly depicted on pilgrimage 

objects. According to Vikan, the force behind the repeated appearance of these scenes was 

the pilgrims’ ritualised re-enactment of the biblical events during the pilgrimage.15 For 

instance, in the sixth century the anonymous pilgrim from Piacenza records that he reclined at 

the wedding table where Christ had reclined at Cana and he threw stones at the grave of 

Goliath as David did.16 Through mimicking these holy characters, he became a part of these 

holy incidents. The pilgrims believed that the act of mimicking brought adoption of the holy 

person’s power and protection.17 This particular practice of the early Christian pilgrimage 

influenced the art of pilgrimage objects. For instance, the imagery of the Magi presented a 

perfect model for pilgrims. The Magi were the gift-givers and travellers who were guided and 

protected by an angel. The pilgrims, as Magi’s fellow travellers, sought aid from this 

imagery.18 Likewise, the scene of Doubting Thomas was used for the same purpose. Thomas, 

with his suspicion over Christ’s resurrection until he touched Christ’s wounds, was another 

model for the pilgrims. Like Thomas, pilgrims became witnesses to Christ’s divinity after 

experiencing the sacred sites.19 

Seeing holy places enabled pilgrims to experience events from the Bible. This 

experience had a transformative effect on the lives of pilgrims.20 Like Christ’s disciples who 

met Christ and left their previous pursuits to follow him, the pilgrims’ lives changed as a 

                                                           
12 Gary Vikan, “Byzantine Pilgrim’s Art,” in Heaven on Earth: Art and the Church in Byzantium, ed. L. Safran 
(University Park, PA: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1998), 243-248. 
13 Vikan, Early Byzantine Pilgrimage Art, 61-62. 
14 Vikan, Early Byzantine Pilgrimage Art, 13-17. 
15 Gary Vikan, “Pilgrims in Magi’s Clothing: The Impact of Mimesis on Early Byzantine Pilgrimage Art,” in 
The Blessings of Pilgrimage, ed. R. Ousterhout (Urbana, IL: University of Illinois Press, 1990), 97. 
16 Pilgrim of Piacenza, “Travels 4 and 31,” in Jerusalem Pilgrims before the Crusades, trans. J. Wilkinson 
(Warminster: Aris & Phillips, 1977), 131, 143. 
17 Vikan, Early Byzantine Pilgrimage Art, 27-28. 
18 Gary Vikan, Sacred Images and Sacred Power in Byzantium (Aldershot, Hampshire: Ashgate, 2003), 97-106. 
19 Vikan, Early Byzantine Pilgrimage Art, 59-70. 
20 Victor Witter Turner and Edith Turner, Image and Pilgrimage in Christian Culture (New York, NY: 
Columbia University Press, 1978), 10-11. 
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result of seeing Christ’s divinity.21 The written sources record instances of pilgrims entering 

monastic life or moving to the Holy Land permanently after their pilgrimage.22 Paula, a 

pilgrim referred to by St. Jerome in his letter to Eustochium, was one of these pilgrims who 

went back to Bethlehem to live there after her pilgrimage.23 The pilgrims became more 

invested in the spiritual life. In the fourth century, John Chrysostom promoted a specific idea 

of how a transformed pilgrim should behave. In his Homily on Martyrs, Chrysostom wrote 

that “The person returning from viewing martyrs should be recognizable to all – through their 

gaze, their appearance, their gait, their compunction, and their composed thoughts. They 

should be breathing fire, restrained, contrite, sober, vigilant – announcing the spiritual life 

within through the movements of their body.”24 This change in a pilgrim was visible to his 

fellow pilgrims and his local community in his homeland after the pilgrimage. For instance, 

the anonymous pilgrim of Piacenza shaved his beard on Mount Sinai like other pilgrims.25 

This was how the pilgrims manifested their transformed self in public. 

The reverberation of this self-identification can also be observed on material blessings. 

Among many pilgrim objects, sixth- and seventh-century lead pilgrim flasks are exceptional 

examples since they exhibit the pilgrims’ self-identification in a clear way. The well-known 

examples from the Dumbarton Oaks Collection in the United States, the Treasury of the 

Cathedral of St. John the Baptist in Monza, and the Abbey of St. Columbanus in Bobbio, 

northern Italy are parallels in terms of decoration, material, and size. Thus, these parallels 

suggest similar dating and provenance for these examples. The inscriptions describing the 

holy oil as the content blessed by the True Cross suggest the Holy Land as their 

provenance.26 Morey and Lesley, taking the sixth-century pilgrim accounts as references, 

associate the architectural backgrounds in the scenes on the flasks with the various churches 

of the Holy Land in the sixth century. Grabar, who studied the flasks from the Monza and 

Bobbio Collections, dates the flasks to the period between the late sixth to the early seventh 

centuries.27 The pilgrim flasks in the Monza Collection were donated to the Cathedral by 

                                                           
21 Georgia Frank, The Memory of the Eyes: Pilgrims to Living Saints in Christian Late Antiquity (Berkeley, CA: 
University of California Press, 2000), 102-110. 
22 Wilkinson, Jerusalem Pilgrims before the Crusades, 73, n. 133. 
23 St. Jerome, “Letter 108,” in Jerusalem Pilgrims before the Crusades, trans. J. Wilkinson (Warminster: Aris & 
Phillips, 1977), 90-91. 
24 John Chrysostomos, “Homily on Martyrs,” in John Chrysostom, trans. Pauline Allen and Wendy Mayer, 
(London: Routledge, 2000), 97. 
25  Pilgrim of Piacenza, “Travel 37,” in Jerusalem Pilgrims before the Crusades, trans. J. Wilkinson 
(Warminster: Aris & Phillips, 1977), 146. 
26 Parker Lesley, “An Echo of Early Christianity,” Art Quarterly 2 (1939): 215-32. Charles Rufus Morey, Early 
Christian Art (Princeton, NJ: University Press Princeton, 1942), 269. 
27 Andre Grabar, Ampoules de Terre Sainte (Paris: C. Klincksieck, 1958), 15-16. 
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Theodelinda, the queen of the Lombards, who lived between 570 and 628 AD. Her donation 

was a way to bolster the aristocratic authority of Theodolinda’s newly founded dynasty.28 The 

comparison between the pilgrim flasks and the other objects donated by Theodelinda shows 

parallels in artistic style and confirms dating to the sixth and seventh centuries. The pilgrim 

flasks in the Abbey of St. Columbanus in Bobbio might also have been acquired and donated 

by Theodolinda. King Agilulf, Theodolinda’s husband, was the one who helped St. 

Columbanus build the Abbey. The Abbey accumulated many relics in order to enhance its 

holiness along with the tomb of St. Columbanus located in the crypt of the Abbey. The 

pilgrim flasks were found in a casket in the crypt close to the saint’s tomb along with other 

relics and blessings from the sites in the Holy Land.29 

The most recent example from this type of objects is from the Yenikapı Excavations 

which became a focus of international interest due to the significant finds excavated at the 

site (Fig. 1). The archaeological excavations at Yenikapı were initiated in 2004 under the 

Directorate of Istanbul Archaeological Museums during the construction of the Marmaray 

Rail Project. Thousands of artefacts from the Neolithic to the Ottoman periods were found.30 

More importantly for Byzantinists, the Port of Theodosius built by Theodosius I in the fourth 

century and remains of thirty-five Byzantine ships dated from the fifth to eleventh centuries 

were uncovered.31 Along with various Byzantine artefacts, our example, the lead pilgrim 

flask, was found in 2008. Thanks to two exhibition catalogues, the properties of the flask are 

well-known.32 However, its value for the pilgrim’s identity and its significance in the larger 

frame of pilgrimage has not been studied. 

As many examples of this types of pilgrimage flasks, this flask has a circular form 

with a conical neck. The neck is decorated with a cross inside of an arch. The flask has the 

symbolic representation of the Crucifixion of Christ on its obverse and the scene of the 

Women at the Tomb on the reverse. On the obverse, the inscription surrounding the scene of 

Crucifixion reads: + ΕΛΑΙOΝ ΞΥΛΟΥ ΖωΗΣ ΤΩΝ ΑΓΙΩΝ ΤΟΠΩΝ (‘Oil of the Wood of 

Life from the Holy Places’). The inscription suggests that this item contained oil from the 

                                                           
28 John Elsner, “Replicating Palestine and Reversing the Reformation: Pilgrimage and Collecting at Bobbio, 
Monza and Walsingham,” Journal of the History of Collections 9, no. 1 (1997): 117-30. 
29 Elsner, “Replicating Palestine and Reversing the Reformation,” 117-30. 
30 Bahattin Öztuncay, Zeynep Kızıltan, et al., Istanbul 8000 Years: Brought to Daylight: Marmaray, Metro, 
Sultanahmet Excavations (Istanbul: Vehbi Koç Vakfı, 2007), 164-299. 
31 Zeynep Kızıltan, Cemal Pulak, et. al., Stories from the Hidden Harbor: The Shipwrecks of Yenikapı (Istanbul: 
Istanbul Archeological Museums Press, 2013). 
32 Sakıp Sabancı Müzesi, From Byzantion to Istanbul: 8000 Years of a Capital (Istanbul: Sabanci University, 
Sakip Sabanci Museum, 2010), no. 150. Brigitte Pitarakis, Life is Short, Art Long: The Art of Healing in 
Byzantium (Istanbul: Pera Müzesi, 2015), no. 107. 
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Wood of the Cross which is located in the Holy Land. The scene shows a haloed bust of 

Christ topped by a rectangular shape and flanked by a star on the left and a crescent on the 

right. Below the bust of Christ, a cross stands on a small hill. Two male figures flanking the 

cross kneel in submission. Two other male figures are crucified on crosses on each side of the 

kneeling figures. The elements of the scene such as the presence of two crucified males, the 

small hill where the cross is placed, and the rectangular sign above Christ’s head are attested 

in New Testament Gospels and works of early Christian theologians. The Gospels mention 

two men crucified with Christ, and a notice of charge on which “The King of the Jews” was 

written and which was fastened above Christ’s head.33 Golgotha, the place of Crucifixion, 

which is translated as “the place of the skull” in the Bible, is referred to as a small hill 

resembling a skullcap in early ecclesiastical works.34 These elements must have been derived 

from the written sources. However, the scene also includes two kneeling male figures which 

are not attested in the written sources. These two figures are generic pilgrims. The placement 

of the pilgrims in this historical scene makes it symbolic rather than the representation of an 

historical scene. The iconography of the flask visualises the pilgrim’s experience and the 

pilgrim flask becomes a token of pilgrim’s witness to Christ’s divinity. 

The reverse of the pilgrim flask depicts the scene of the Women at the Tomb. In this 

scene, the tomb of Christ is flanked by two women on the right and an angel on the left. 

Above the scene, the inscription reads: ANECTI + O KΥΡIOC (“The Lord is risen”). The 

scene again conforms to the biblical accounts. According to the Bible, the women came to 

Christ’s burial place to anoint his body with spices and learned from the angel there that he 

was resurrected.35 In the scene, the tomb is depicted as a building with a triangular roof, two 

latticed doors, and a cross at its apex. Above the tomb, a structure rises on four columns. 

Lesley cites pilgrim accounts to display the link between the actual architecture and the 

representation on the flasks. Eusebius of Caesarea in the fourth century described the Holy 

                                                           
33 Matthew 27:37, Mark 15:27-26, Luke 23:33-38, John 19:18-19. All the biblical references are cited from 
Herbert G. May and Bruce M. Metzger, The New Oxford Annotated Bible with the Apocrypha: Revised 
Standard Version, Containing the Second Edition of the New Testament and an Expanded Edition of the 
Apocrypha (New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 1977). 
34 Matthew 27:33, Mark 15:22, Luke 23:33, John 19:17. Anonymous Author, “Five Books in Reply to Marcion, 
Book II,” in  Fathers of the Third Century: Tertullian, Part Fourth; Minucius Felix; Commodian; Origen, Parts 
First and Second, trans. Alexander Roberts and Sir James Donaldson, (Buffalo, NY: The Christian Literature 
Publishing Company, 1885), 145-150. 
35 Matthew 28:1, Mark 16:1, Luke 24:1. The identity of the women varies in different gospels. In Matthew’s 
Gospel, they are identified as Mary Magdalene and “the other” Mary while in Mark’s Gospel, there are three 
women: Mary Magdalene, Mary the mother of James, and Salome. 
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Sepulchre as being embellished with columns.36 The anonymous pilgrim from Piacenza in the 

sixth century states that there was a silver-cone roof on the tomb of Christ.37  These 

descriptions correspond to the representation of the tomb on the flask. The tomb of Christ 

with its architectural elements is depicted in order to remind the pilgrims of their experience 

in the actual place and their witnessing to mysteries like the scene of the Crucifixion. 

Additionally, one of the women visiting the tomb on the flask holds a censer, instead of a 

spice jar, contrary to the biblical description. According to Vikan, the choice of censer 

instead of a spice jar might have emanated from a practice in early Christian ceremonies at 

the tomb.38 In the fourth century, Egeria states that the clergy carried censers into the tomb so 

that it would be filled with a pleasant smell.39 The depiction of the censer also might have 

been intentional in order to stimulate the pilgrim’s memories of their visit to the tomb in the 

future, in addition to depicting the image of the tomb. These additions such as the pilgrims 

and the censer to the biblical scene were for the sake of the flask’s function as a reminder. 

An almost identical example to the flask from Yenikapı is in the Dumbarton Oaks 

Collection.40 (Fig. 2) This lead flask depicts the symbolic scene of the Crucifixion of Christ 

on its obverse and the scene of the Women at the Tomb on the reverse. The main difference 

between the two flasks is the inscription surrounding the scene of the Crucifixion on the flask 

from the Dumbarton Oaks Collection. The inscription reads: + ΕΛΑΙOΝ ΞΥΛΟΥ ΖΩΗΣ 

ΤΩΝ ΑΓΙΩΝ X(ΡΙCΤΟ)Υ ΤΟΠΩΝ (“Oil of the Wood of Life from the Holy Sites of 

Christ”). The name of Christ found on the example from the Dumbarton Oaks is not included 

on the example from Yenikapı. However, as that on the Yenikapı flask, the two generic 

pilgrims kneeling and flanking the cross are depicted on the scene of the Crucifixion on the 

flask from the Dumbarton Oaks. There are several examples similar to these two flasks from 

the Dumbarton Oaks Collection and the Yenikapı Excavations, with slight differences in the 

depictions of the images and inscriptions in the Monza and Bobbio Collections. The 

illustrated scenes of the Crucifixion and the Women at the Tomb appear frequently on the 

pilgrim flasks found in these collections. These two scenes are depicted on two sides (Fig. 3) 

while at times they are squeezed onto one side and combined with a third scene on the other 

                                                           
36 Eusebius, “Life of Constantine, 3.28-34,” in Eusebius’ Life of Constantine, trans. Averil Cameron, and Stuart 
Hall (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1999), 134-135. 
37  Pilgrim of Piacenza, “Travel 18,” in Jerusalem Pilgrims before the Crusades, trans. J. Wilkinson 
(Warminster: Aris & Phillips, 1977), 139. 
38 Vikan, Early Byzantine Pilgrimage Art, 38. 
39 Egeria, “Travel 24.10,” in Egeria’s Travels, trans. John Wilkinson (Warminster: Aris & Phillips, 1999), 125.  
40 Marvin C. Ross, Catalogue of the Byzantine and Early Medieval Antiquities in the Dumbarton Oaks 
Collection: Jewelry, Enamels, and Art of the Migration Period. Vol. 2 (Washington, DC: Dumbarton Oaks 
Research Library and Collection, 1962), 71-72, no. 87. 
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side (Fig. 4). However, the two generic pilgrims depicted in the scene of the Crucifixion 

remain a constant in all of these examples. 

These examples demonstrate how the pilgrims viewed themselves. As we saw, the 

pilgrims were placed in the scene of the Crucifixion deliberately. Vikan states that the 

pilgrims aimed to “place themselves within the realm of the holy” by imitating the actions of 

Christ and the biblical figures.41 The placement of the pilgrims in a biblical scene was 

directly connected with this aim. The pilgrims wished to be blessed as witnesses to Christ’s 

divinity. They became privileged through this act since they saw what others only heard of. 

The importance of this privilege was emphasised by Cyril, Bishop of Jerusalem in the fourth 

century. Cyril reminded the inhabitants of Jerusalem and the pilgrims that only they had the 

privilege to see Christ.42 It is probable that the pilgrims would have had a sense of superiority 

due to the privilege of witnessing. Consequently, this feeling of superiority became a part of 

their self-identification. A rite of passage such as pilgrimage provided the participant with 

some change, especially that to their social status.43 For instance, in the seventh century 

Adomnan, Abbot of Iona in Scotland, recorded the experiences of Arculf, a bishop of Gaul, 

during his pilgrimage to the Holy Land.44 Adomnan praised Arculf with phrases of exuberant 

respect such as “holy friend” and “truthful witness”. 45  In the same century, Valerius, a 

Spanish monk, praised the famous pilgrim, Egeria, for her courage and faith with a similarly 

respectful tone.46 The pilgrim returned from pilgrimage must have gained more respect in the 

eyes of the society. This change became a part of the pilgrim’s identity permanently. 

Then, how was their new identity communicated in the society? Unfortunately the 

written sources are silent about this issue. Due to this silence, we turn our attention to the 

material evidence to understand it in the aftermath of pilgrimage. Many of the pilgrimage 

objects were designed to be carried with the person. Their small size, light weight, and 

handles for attaching a string or a chain in order to be carried around the neck were useful, 

especially during travels. In the sixth century AD, Gregory of Tours wrote about how his 

                                                           
41 Vikan, “Pilgrims in Magi’s Clothing,” 97. 
42 Cyril of Jerusalem, “Catechesis, 1.1,” in Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers: Cyril of Jerusalem, Gregory 
Nazianzen. Vol. 7, trans. Philip Schaff and Henry Wace (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans, 1999), 144-145. 
Frank, The Memory of the Eyes, 111. 
43 Turner & Turner, Image and Pilgrimage in Christian Culture, 10-11. 
44 Wilkinson, Jerusalem Pilgrims before the Crusades, 167-206. 
45 Ibid. 
46 George E. Gingras, trans., Egeria: diary of a pilgrimage (New York, NY: Newman Press, 1970), 3-4. Marius 
Ferotin, “Le Veritable auteur de la Peregrinatio Silviae, la vierge espagnole Etheria,” Revue des Questions 
Historiques 74 (1903): 367-97. 
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father was wearing a blessed reliquary for protection during his travels.47 The main purpose 

of these blessed objects was to protect the person from evils. However, these objects had 

another function as the signs of the pilgrim’s identity, though this function is more subtle. 

The pilgrim flasks from Yenikapı and the Monza and Bobbio Collections travelled a great 

distance from the Holy Land. In all likelihood, there would have been many other examples, 

which were carried to entirely different locations further afield, but are unfortunately not 

extant. In that respect, the flask from Yenikapı is not just another example of lead pilgrim 

flasks from the Holy Land. It is material evidence of a universal recognition of these objects. 

Despite linguistic and cultural differences, people shared a common visual language of these 

objects. These objects were also recognised by people other than fellow pilgrims. The objects 

were references to the pilgrims’ identity as accomplished travellers and witnesses. 

In addition to these, archaeological evidence indicates that the pilgrim flasks were 

displayed in shops and residential complexes.48 The houses where these flasks were found in 

Sardis and Aphrodisias in Turkey were not ordinary dwellings but high class residences.49 

This shows that these objects were considered prestige items regardless of their material 

composition and the exhibition of such objects reflects a desire to display a pilgrim’s status 

and identity. We also know that the Byzantines preferred to be buried with this type of 

personal effects.50 For instance, the excavations of Byzantine burials in Western Thrace in 

Greece unearthed lead pilgrim flasks from the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. These 

illustrated examples with the iconography of St. Demetrios, originated from an important 

pilgrimage centre, the shrine of St. Demetrios in Thessaloniki. The holy oil from the shrine 

was very much sought-after and this lead to the production and wide distribution of these 

pilgrim flasks.51 The location of the burials, Peritherion and Gratini, are in close proximity to 

Thessaloniki.52 Thus it is very likely that the tombs belonged to pilgrims who wanted 

protection against evils in the afterlife.53 At the same time, the buried objects indicate the 

                                                           
47 R. van Dam, trans., Gregory of Tours: Glory of the Martyrs (Liverpool: Liverpool University Press, 1988), 
83. 
48 William Anderson, “Votive Customs in Early Byzantine Asia Minor,” Journal of the Australian Early 
Medieval Association 3 (2007): 17-27. 
49 William Anderson, “An Archaeology of Late Antique Pilgrim Flasks,” Anatolian studies 54 (2004): 79-93. 
50  Charalambos Bakirtzis, “Κουτρούβια μύρου ἀπὸ τὴ Θεσσαλονίκη,” Jahrbuch der Österreichischen 
Byzantinistik 32, no. 3, (1982): 523-528. Charalambos Bakirtzis, “Byzantine Ampullae from Thessaloniki,” in 
The Blessings of Pilgrimage, ed. R. Ousterhout (Urbana, IL: University of Illinois Press, 1990). 
51 Bakirtzis, “Byzantine Ampullae from Thessaloniki,” 146-7. 
52  Bakirtzis, “Κουτρούβια μύρου ἀπὸ τὴ Θεσσαλονίκη,” 523-528. Bakirtzis, “Byzantine Ampullae from 
Thessaloniki”, 140-149. 
53 Vikan, Early Byzantine Pilgrimage Art, 62-63. 
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identity of the deceased as pious pilgrims; it was a mark that the pilgrims carried during life 

and after death. 

There is a visual world of pilgrimage objects that we cannot appreciate as fully as the 

pilgrims. We can only try to grasp a fraction of significance assigned to these objects. On the 

other hand, the pilgrims of early Byzantium would have recognised this significance 

completely even if they were from different cultures and places. That is why, they carried 

these items with them along with their desire for protection. The pilgrims demonstrated this 

part of their identity to the outside world by acquiring and displaying the flasks. Perceiving 

these objects solely as protection or mementos would be an incomplete approach. We need to 

consider their role as signifiers of the pilgrims’ identity as individuals and as members of a 

group. If we want to have a complete understanding of the Christian pilgrims and pilgrimage, 

the study of these objects from different aspects is highly crucial. 
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Figures 

 

 

Fig. 1: Lead Pilgrim Flask from Yenikapı Excavations, 6th-7th Centuries, Diam. 4.7 cm. 

Reproduced with permission from Ιstanbul Archaeological Museums, Turkey. 

 

 

 

Fig. 2: Lead Pilgrim Flask, 6th-7th Centuries, Diam. 4.6 cm © Dumbarton Oaks, 

Byzantine Collection, Washington, DC. 
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Fig. 3: Lead Pilgrim Flask, 6th-7th Centuries, Diam. 5-7 cm © Museo e Tesoro del 

Duomo di Monza. Ph: Piero Pozzi. 

 

 

Fig. 4: Lead Pilgrim Flasks (obverse), 6th-7th Centuries, Diam. 5-7 cm © Museo e Tesoro 

del Duomo di Monza. Ph: Piero Pozzi. 
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Albani, J., and E. Chalkia, eds. Heaven & Earth: cities and countryside in Byzantine 

Greece. Athens: Benaki Museum, 2012. Pp. 305. ISNB: 9789604761333. €31,50 

 

For the inhabitants of the southern fringe of the Balkans – namely Eastern Thrace, Greece, 

and Western Albania – the years between 800 and 1200 were marked by the nearly-unbroken 

domination of the Byzantine state.1 Partly due to this unique political continuity, the state of 

the archaeological and historical evidence for Byzantine civilisation in the southern fringe of 

the Balkans is better than in most other formerly Byzantine territories. But the evidence is not 

well integrated or sufficiently accessible. M Veikou’s Byzantine Epirus and J. Bintliff’s The 

Leiden-Ljubljana Ancient Cities of Boeotia Project are steps in the right direction, but their 

scope of study only encompasses one or two regions.2  Heaven & Earth: cities and 

countryside in Byzantine Greece represents another attempt – the most ambitious one to date 

– to rectify the problem. 

The book spans the entire Byzantine period,3  and is divided into four chapters. 

Chapter One, written by IIias Agnagnostakis, explores how the people of Hellas4 used their 

province’s Hellenistic legacy to further their personal interests, and how they were viewed in 

Constantinopolitan circles. It emerges that from the seventh century onwards, the capital’s 

upper-class looked upon on Greece’s inhabitants as innately inferior people. The situation 

improved for the provincials after Hellas’ reincorporation into the Empire at the end of the 

eighth century. Thereafter, the Greeks had much success in obtaining high politico-religious 

ranks. The mockery and disdain never abated, but this mirrored the Byzantine people’s 

complex rapport vis-à-vis the Ancient Greeks. In Chapter Two, Eugenia Gerousi concisely 

                                                           
1 There were two or three interruptions, courtesy of the Bulgarians, but they did not exceed fifteen years. 
2 M. Veikou, Byzantine Epirus. A Topography of Transformation. Settlements of the Seventh-Twelfth Centuries 
in Southern Epirus and Aetoloacarnania, Greece (Leiden: Brill, 2012). J. Bintliff, et al., “The Leiden-Ljubljana 
Ancient Cities of Boeotia Project, 2010-2012 seasons,” Pharos: Journal of the Netherlands Institute at Athens 
19 (2013): 1-34. Also worth mentioning are: A. Avramea, Η βυζαντινή Θεσσαλία μέχρι του 1204: συμβολή εις 
την ιστορικήν γεωγραφίαν (Athens: National and Kapodistrian University of Athens, 1974); C. Bouras, “City 
and Village: Urban Design and Architecture,” Jahrbuch der österreichischen Byzantinistik 31, no. 1-2 (1981): 
611-653; F. Karagianni, The Byzantine Settlements in Macedonia through the Archaeological Data (4th - 15th 
Centuries) (Thessaloniki: University Studio Press, 2010); A. Harvey, Economic Expansion in the Byzantine 
Empire (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989). 
3 Although there is no exact chronological period, as the book focuses chiefly on multiple, widely separated 
settlements. 
4 IIias Anagnostakis is referring not to the theme of Hellas here, but to all of modern-day Greece south of Mount 
Olympus. 
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brings together trade routes in Greece and some of the more important recent finds in the 

countryside. These include a large sixth century installation for wine production near 

Distomo, a luxurious fifth-century villa in Macedonian Palaiokastro, and an Early Byzantine 

ceramic workshop on the island of Kos. Chapter Three consists of multiple subchapters, each 

one devoted to a specific urban settlement in Greece. Every modern region in the country is 

covered to varying degrees. Structurally, most authors weave their archaeological and written 

sources into a single chronological narrative, although a few keep their sources separated. As 

for the authors’ focus on historical topics, it is more or less evenly divided between politics, 

the economy, and ecclesiastical activity. The last chapter catalogues the main Byzantine 

museums in each region of Greece. It will interest scholars wanting to witness the fruits of 

the aforementioned field excavations and surveys, as well as those conducting personal study 

of a certain type of artifacts. 

The book has much to recommend. First, and most importantly, the quality of the 

authors’ evidence is of a high standard. Both the archaeological conclusions and the text-

based statements are generally sound although readers should be advised that the agendas of 

the textual sources are rarely examined.5 This is a potentially serious issue, as knowledge of a 

source’s bias can dramatically alter our interpretation of that source. The authors may have 

analysed the sources’ bias, but due to length restrictions were unable to show their analytical 

work. In that case, however, a short explanatory paragraph in the introduction should not 

have been too much to ask for. 

In terms of quantity, the historical information provided appears more than adequate. 

True, it is unfortunate that Barbara Papadolou’s historical narrative on Arta does not make 

use of M. Veikou’s work. But maybe there was not enough time between M. Veikou’s 

publication and that of Heaven and Earth. And one wishes that Antonis Petkos and Eugenia 

Drakopoulou had managed to further advance the state of research on Veroia and Kastoria. 

Our information on Veroia prior to the eleventh century could probably fit in a single phrase, 

                                                           
5 There are a few exceptions, of varying importance, with respect to the archaeological sources. For example, I 
question C. Bouras’ claim that “an enormous amount of buildings took place [in Thebes] in the 9th and 10th 
centuries” Surely ‘enormous’ is an exaggeration for a two-hundred year period, given that only eleven or twelve 
contemporaneous buildings (many of them of private character) have been identified. Likewise, the assertion 
that the Kato Panagia’s mosaics date to the end of the thirteenth century ought to be supported by evidence, and 
it is doubtful whether 10th century Philippi can still be classified as a city. For the textual sources, I question 
Michael Choniates’ statement that Athens’ walls were crumbling in the twelfth century. I am also sceptical of 
the contention that Veroia seriously dwindled between the seventh and eleventh centuries, but it is not made 
clear if the statement is based on textual evidence. J. Albani and E. Chalkia, eds., Heaven & Earth: cities and 
countryside in Byzantine Greece (Athens: Benaki Museum, 2012), 183, 135, 102, 51, 104 (in order of 
appearance in this footnote). 
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while that on Kastoria is more plentiful but too difficult to access.6 But overall, more 

historical events are provided on Byzantine civilization than in any other comparable 

work. The chapters are also briskly paced and tightly focused. Moreover, each contributor 

supports his or her text with a wide selection of crisp, coloured photographs. These photos 

allow the reader to visualize not only the archaeological sites being discussed, but frequently 

the sites’ human and natural backgrounds. 

There are several problems that should be mentioned, however. The first one is minor: 

no attempt is made to define the Byzantine notion of an urban settlement, even in a brief and 

tentative manner. Other issues are harder to overlook. None of the contributors give anything 

more than a passing mention of numismatic and ceramic data. For some sites, such as Nea 

Anchialos, this is understandable: the available data is nonexistent. But the great majority of 

settlements boast moderately extensive catalogues of artifacts.7 To barely mention the latter – 

in a book that aims to explore the economic fate of a Byzantine province – strikes me as a 

glaring omission. 

Next, the space in Chapter One might have been better used to flesh out the discussion 

on urban artifacts. The Constantinople-Greece relationship is not quite as engaging as 

Anagnostakis wants it to be8 and is a topic of comparatively minor importance. On a similar 

note, it is unclear what purpose Chapter Two serves. Although it takes up valuable space, 

only a handful of sites are discussed. These appear to have been selected at random, and are 

lacking in context. Thus they do not give a clear image of the evolution of the rural economy. 

Lastly, the authors of the chapters on Athens, Thebes, Corinth, and Arta make the 

choice of covering the Latin period. Yet the book purports to be about Byzantine Greece. 

Perhaps one could make the case that the people of Athens or Arta remained ethnically 

Byzantine after their masters changed. But this is a contentious idea, which should have been 

defended. 

On the whole, however, Heaven and Earth is a competently-written, landmark 

contribution. Though collaborative writing by twenty Byzantine scholars is nothing new, no 

other work has amalgamated the information on Greek urban settlements on a countrywide 

                                                           
6 A situation all the more frustrating given that Veroia had considerable military and commercial importance 
during the Byzantine times. It stood astride the Via Egnatia, was the seat of a strategos in the 970s (and possibly 
thereafter), and was a major source of real-estate profit for Athonite clergymen in the eleventh and twelfth 
centuries. Pazaras and A. Tsanana, “Excavations in Beroia,” To Archaiologiko ergo sté Makedonia kai Thrake 4 
(1990): 355. 
7  For instance, Athens, Corinth, and Thebes have yielded approximately 3,000, 5,000 and 238 coins, 
respectively. 
8 It is supposed to mirror the Byzantines’ complex treatment of Hellenistic culture, but the problem is that there 
was no apparent element of fascination in the Constantinople-Greece relationship. 
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level. This is a book that everyone looking for a political, economic, or religious narrative of 

medieval Greece should find useful – and easy to obtain. Hopefully, it is also a sign of 

research to come. 

Elie de Rosen 

Doctoral researcher 

Centre for Byzantine, Ottoman and Modern Greek Studies 

University of Birmingham 
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Pavlikianov C. The Byzantine documents of the Athonite monastery of Karakallou and 

selected acts from the Ottoman period (1294-1835). Critical edition and commentary of the 

texts, Sofia: St. Kliment Ohridski University Press, 2015. Pp. 298. ISBN 9789540739526. 

лв 18 

 

After having published the acts of the monasteries of Vatopedi (2008) and Zografou (2014), 

C. Pavlikianov has published in this edition the acts of the monastery of Karakallou from the 

period of 1294-1835. 

The introduction mentions not only the goal of this publication (17-22), but it also 

gives in detail all the works concerning the monastery of Karakallou which have been 

published up to now. The first chapter starts with etymologies of 'Karakallou', then gives a 

closer look at the chronology of the monastery (23-51), and finally mentions all the 

documents from Mount Athos regarding the monastery of Karakallou, dating back to the 

eleventh century. The acts are arranged in chronological order, ending in the 19th century. 

His analytical report mentions the history of the monastery and presents the properties that 

belonged to the monastery together with precise topography of its surroundings. Seven 

images, from the texts, are displayed in the next chapter (51), along with a list of names of 

the monks and hegoumenoi of the monastery of Karakallou for the period of 1076-1821 (52-

54), and a list of the monastery’s landed properties from 1257 until 1806 (54-56). The texts 

then follow, with useful comments and annotations, beginning with the title, date, type of the 

act and its material description, the signatures, an analysis of the text, bibliography relating to 

the text, mentioned documents, the existing editions of the text, prosopography, and 

topography, the Greek text, some corrections, and lastly different readings and biblical 

quotations (61-181). 

The detailed prosopographical and topographical information is very useful for the 

readers. The special terms used in the text are also analytically explained. The text is in 

principle arranged chronologically, because it contains nine Greek documents for the period 

of 1294-1600 and ten documents for the period of 1600-1835. The texts in the appendices are 

arranged thematically: Appendix II contains two Greek charters of Iberian (Georgian) 

aristocrats dated from the 17th century; Appendix III has four Slavic documents of the 18th 
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century; Appendix IV includes three false acts and copies of documents whose originals are 

not kept in the monastery of Karakallou. 

Some of these documents were unpublished before this edition, namely the acts No. 3, 

5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25, making new sources available for 

research. Concerning the contents of the texts, some of them are relating to recapitulation (No. 

11), sale (No. 3, 9) or exchange of property (No. 15, 22), or other issues concerning the 

property of the monastery (No. 2, 28). Others relate to donations (No. 16, 18), 

excommunication (No. 10), income (No. 4), paid taxes (No. 5), problems or issues discussed 

in the Synaxis on Mount Athos which gathered in Karyai (No. 6, 13, 14), and the borders 

between monasteries (No. 7, 12, 27). A few documents indicate financial support towards the 

monastery of Karakallou from the Moldavian princess Roxandra (No. 8), from the archbishop 

and Katholikos patriarch of Georgia, Dometios (No. 20), and from the ruler of Georgia, 

Vakhtang V (No. 21). Some texts also concern requests for financial support of the monastery 

from the metropolitan of Kjustendil and Kratovo Athanasios to the inhabitants of his eparchy 

(No. 23), from the metropolitan of Samokov Symeon to the inhabitants of his eparchy (No. 

24), and from the hegoumenos of the monastery of Karakallou to Slavic-speaking Christians 

(No. 25), or even the financial distress of the monastery under the Ottoman authorities (No. 

17, 19). Lastly, chrysobulls, one of which is said to be falsified, from the emperor 

Andronikos II Palaiologos concern the properties of the monastery of Karakallou (No. 1, 26). 

Plates are given with the relevant acts (184-252) after the edited texts, most of which 

are photographs of the original documents. This is very important for scientific research, 

since most of these documents are kept on Mount Athos and are not easily accessible for 

researchers. Moreover, many maps are given in the last part of the book (254-266), which 

refer to the toponyms mentioned in the edited texts. 

Editing these documents must have been a demanding and time-consuming process 

because of the many abbreviations used in the texts, poor legibility, or completely illegible 

passages due to damaged or missing parts of the documents. What is most admirable in this 

edition, however, are the analytical and precise descriptions and explanations of all peoples, 

places, terms, historical information, and chronological references, which accompany the 

texts. With these complicated tasks, the author has successfully provided a reliable and useful 

edition of this collection of important acts. 

Christina Hadjiafxenti 

Assoziierte Wissenschaftlerin (Postdoc-Stipendium des Leibniz-WissenschaftsCampus Byzanz) 

Leibniz-Institut für Europäische Geschichte (IEG) Mainz 
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Nilsson, I. Raconter Byzance: la littérature au XIIe siècle. Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 2014. 

Pp. 258. ISBN 9782251444994. €45,00 

 

This third publication in a series of monographs under the general editorship of Paolo 

Odorico, commissioned as an exploration of twelfth-century Byzantine literary culture, 

examines and challenges implications of ‘exceptionality’ implicit in much academic 

discussion of the Byzantine novel. Motifs and expressive devices recognisable as typical or 

strongly associated with the twelfth-century novel are frequently to be found also in writings 

as disparate in style and function as historical narrative and the funeral poem. Ingela 

Nilsson’s lively and attractively-written study of Byzantine ‘Romanesque’ literary discourse 

explores such relations between literary form and content and their influence on the character 

and significance of Byzantine literary production. Five chapters of richly sourced critical 

discussion explain with precision and illuminating insights how political, cultural and 

educational practices in the eleventh and twelfth century Byzantium shaped and in turn were 

mediated by artefacts and processes associated with literary production and its recursive 

influence on court life and associated literary consumption. 

In her opening discussion of Manuel II Palaiologos’ famous description of Spring, 

ΕΑΡΟΣ ΕΙΚΩΝ, Nilsson illustrates how aspects of the writer’s personal experience are 

embodied as well as ‘represented’ by the insertion of a text in time and space. Manuel, in this 

example, responds to the sight of birds portrayed in the tapestry he has seen in the royal 

collection in Paris, around 1400, by expressing himself in terms that evoke the rich quality of 

his personal feelings, yet the form and literary mode of his evocation are filtered through a 

self-conscious dependence upon richly-layered cultural and personal accomplishments, 

derived from his upbringing in the fourteenth-century imperial court and upon lifelong 

engagement with and practice in the ancient tradition of ekphrastic writing (imitatio). 

Nilsson’s interpretation of authorship here is framed upon a concept of agency as insertion of 

a particular text in a literary flow, transacted in time and space, the contexte culturel. The 

author’s ‘self’ is less important than the written text itself. Literary production and ensuing 

questions of interpretation are, Nilsson argues, best considered not from the creative 

perspective of the author, but from the circumstances of commission, construction, and 
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reception of his writings. The referential and cultural significance of a text, its littérrarité, 

derive from its purposive origination and intention to engage with a ‘public’. 

Orientalism1 and its ‘colonialist’ implications2 are touched upon in the author’s brief 

treatment of tradition as an enduring component of literary production and ‘transformation’ in 

the Greek society from late Antiquity down to the present day. Such appropriations from the 

past and their interdependencies with other cultures and traditions are, quoting Said’s 

formulation, ‘une norme universelle’. From a narratological viewpoint, genre functions to 

denote a work’s structural relations with other works, rather than to define a set of features 

internal to and definitive of a particular work’s meaning and purpose. Narratological 

questions deal with the role and function of stories as they are told, and Byzantium 

‘overflowed’ (débordait) with stories whose character and purpose were continually changing 

and developing. This book shows how narratology provides tools with which we can 

delineate and classify ways in which such writing is structured and deployed to attain specific 

transmissive effects. 

In Chapter II, Un Point de Départ Évident: le Roman Comnène, Nilsson explains how 

the twelfth-century Byzantine novel must be understood against a background of wide-

ranging changes after Manzikert, across social, political and economic fronts. With flair and 

economy she exposes how twelfth-century Byzantine literature reflects its relation to 

contemporary events and associated social and economic changes, such as the rise to 

influence of a lower tier of aristocracy, florescence of the imperial court as a magnet 

attracting individuals seeking personal advancement and reward, and the increased 

prominence of ‘provincial’ cities in the metropolitan circuit of literary and political 

networking. She shows vividly and succinctly how the ways in which the ‘stories’ contained 

and intricately reworked in the four Komnenian novels, reflect and ‘effect’ what they have to 

tell us by reference to the authors’ allusive reworking of contemporary events. The four 

Komnenian novelists are then introduced and their works identified as key sources to 

illuminate the distinctiveness of twelfth-century novelistic discourse and its potential 

contribution to our appreciation of the aesthetics of Byzantine literature in general. 

In Chapter III, historiography’s chief function of recording and explaining events is 

examined. It is especially important in a Byzantine context to distinguish the historian’s use 

of transmissive colouring, inherent in all narrative (story-telling), from what may be termed 

the ‘essential facts of the case’; to separate le récit from la vérité: Nilsson quotes Barthes’ 

                                                           
1 E. W. Said, Orientalism (New York, NY: Pantheon Books, 1978), 19. 
2 A. Cameron, The Byzantines (Oxford: Blackwell, 2006), 20. 
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insight concerning the latent semantic charge inherent in even the bald ‘matter of fact-ness’ 

of a list of events, where the disarming simplicity of a chronological entry may add a 

suggestion of self-evident ‘normality’ or ‘naturalness’ to reporting of the ‘event’ itself. But 

the signifier, or referent, always transmits an additional charge of meaning upon the 

simplicity and seeming neutrality of the fact or event signified, a supplement which Barthes 

termed l’effet de réel. Form and content may conspire to subvert the simplicity of 

straightforward ‘transmission’, enabling an author to enjoy a ‘writer’s zone of freedom’ 

exercised through application to ‘form considered as human intention’.3 

In such ways, Nilsson shows the reader how narratological principles can be used to 

interpret the ancient novel and other Byzantine works, whose literary and social functions 

may have become obscured over time. This is especially the case in respect of well-known 

resemblances between Byzantine novels and lives of the saints (hagiography) where 

‘surprising’ resemblances occur in accounts of experiences of erotic love, physical desire and 

its consummation. We should not, the author points out, expect the life of a saint to represent 

‘historical fact’ any more than we would be correct, narratologically, to read history as 

(merely) an inventory of ‘facts’. In the novel, lovers are driven by eros or pothos to act as 

they do – as is their fate (Tyche). Similarly, in the Acts of the Apostles, stories of the ‘doings’ 

of early Christians illustrate how ‘Divine Providence’ is driven by eros, the Creator’s love for 

his own creation, fulfilling the ‘will of God for human kind’ and shaping human lives. A 

constitutive recursiveness thus shapes and animates narration, in which both literary and 

aesthetic principles infuse accounts of events and so, in both genres, reach out beyond 

narrative itself to afford meaning and pleasure to an imagined reader/audience in a continuing 

thread of repetition and variation. 

Chapter IV tackles the wide and, in scope, somewhat unmanageable subject of 

Rhetoric, especially the use of ekphrasis in panegyric writing, and shows how the form and 

content of educational training in childhood shaped the deployment of rhetorical tropes and 

their literary significance in adult life in the work of twelfth-century imperial courtiers. Early 

training acquired through the practice of progymnasmata during the education of the young 

had a profound and lasting influence upon a writer’s later works, one that extended beyond 

the mere acquisition of a body of narrative material, or ‘content’, with which a subsequent 

composition might be constructed. Rewriting passages based on earlier study of passages 

from both scripture and classical authors provided aspiring authors with not only ‘raw 

                                                           
3 S. Sontag, introduction to Writing degree zero, by R. Barthes and translated by A. Lavers and C. Smith 
(London: Jonathan Cape Ltd., 1967), xiii-xiv. 
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material’, but a practical training in writing that accorded a central formative role to 

‘l’imitation et la transformation’. Chapter V focuses more directly on stylistic features and 

functions of the novel as a literary form in twelfth-century cultural life, in other words, the 

court. Especially important were some narrative features displayed in the Komnenian novel 

that enabled form and content to exert a variable interplay between meaning and context, and 

in this chapter, histories by Eustathios of Thessalonike and Nicetas Choniates, Niketas 

Eugenianos’ novel Drosilla and Charicles, and Manasses’ Hodoiporikon are drawn upon to 

illustrate the authors’ distinctive approach to narrative, and one which manifests itself 

variously in disparate twelfth-century texts in their deployment of meticulously structured 

narratives and use of specific motifs and rhetorical features. Chapter Six extends this wider 

view and concludes that we must not in any context treat twelfth-century writings as ‘one-

offs’ or ‘exceptional’. Their literary features, characterised by frequent use of imitation and 

variation and by deployment of motifs, images, characterisations and dramatic contretemps, 

are recognisable both from events in contemporary Byzantine high society and in certain 

guises borrowed for them from the Bible, heroic and Late Antique literature. The author 

acknowledges that this long and varied list might have included texts and genres ranging 

from the satirical Timarion, to the coarser and more bitter diatribe Anacharsis, Theodore 

Prodromos’ parodic Katomyomachia and the anonymous (Euripidean) plaintive cento, 

Christos Paschon. A comprehensive study of Byzantine story telling would thus embrace a 

vast ‘mélange’ of diverse texts revealing how Byzantium told its story: raconte Byzance. But 

this book provides both students and scholars with a sure guide and stimulating exposition of 

what made the twelfth-century Byzantine novel sparkle for its courtly readership. 

Michael Strain 

MA Byzantine Studies 

Centre for Byzantine, Ottoman and Modern Greek Studies 

University of Birmingham 
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